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Preface
Beyond Boundaries: Extending Services to the Urban Poor underscores the overarching goal of the
Asian Development Bank (adb): to reduce poverty in Asia and the Pacific. Despite dramatic achieve-
ments in economic growth in the 1990s, the region is still home to two thirds of the world’s poor.

Following the regional economic and financial crisis, poverty reduction and sustainable eco-
nomic growth have received renewed attention. The standards of living for all citizens, including
the poor, must be improved.

The title of this publication reflects the goal of adb’s regional technical assistance (reta), Public-
Private-Community Partnerships in Urban Services for the Poor, approved in 2000 and carried out
from January 2001 to June 2002. It aimed to find ways to move beyond the invisible boundaries be-
tween neighborhoods connected to formal urban services and those that are not. Most of those liv-
ing “beyond boundaries” are vulnerable poor people, often without the security of tenure in the form
of a land title or rental agreement, which prevents them from receiving municipal services. In addi-
tion, areas beyond municipal jurisdictions also need to be taken into account, as informal settle-
ments in many countries are increasingly located outside the formal city borders. Overcoming these
barriers within cities and redrawing the boundaries beyond cities is important if the standards of
living of all urban citizens are to be raised.

This book contains the major findings of a study focusing on three basic urban services—water,
sanitation, and solid waste management. A team of consultants led by Richard Franceys prepared
19 case studies in 10 adb member countries:

Bangladesh – Iftekhar Enayetullah
Cambodia – Hervé Conan
India – Srinivas Chary
Indonesia – Alizar Anwar and Meike Kencanawulan
Malaysia – Mohammad Iskandar Shah Ali
Nepal – Suman Sharma
Pakistan – Nadim Ansari
Philippines – Arlene Inocencio and Delfa Uy
Vanuatu – Sarah Anne Mecartney
Viet Nam – Nguyen Trung Viet

In January 2001 the team met at adb for an inception workshop to deliberate on the focus of the
case studies. In June 2001 adb hosted a regional forum to present the findings of the case studies.
Participants from private utility operators, governments, and nongovernment organizations ex-
changed experiences in providing services to poor urban communities. The discussions confirmed
that partnerships between the public and private sectors, and the community are the best means to
deliver clean water, adequate sanitation, and solid waste management in poor urban areas.

In October 2001 the team collaborated with CityNet (Regional Network of Local Authorities
for the Management of Human Settlements) to disseminate the study’s findings during the 3-day
CityNet Congress in Bangkok, Thailand. The team organized a full-day workshop that included
selected case presentations. A dissemination workshop was also held in April 2002 in Jakarta,
Indonesia, in cooperation with the Jakarta Water Supply Regulatory Body.
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Almud Weitz, urban economist and reta leader, who conceptualized and led this exercise;
Victoria de Villa, reta coordinator, who managed the day-to-day affairs of the project; and Richard
Franceys, who provided the framework for this publication and synthesized the inputs of the indi-
vidual consultants, worked tirelessly to prepare this publication. Special thanks go to Araceli Knaik
and Gladdys Santos-Nave, who provided administrative support; editor Muriel Ordoñez; Fidel
Rillo, who designed the book; and Professor Om Prakash Mathur for writing the foreword. This
book has a cdrom containing the full case studies and links to related resources.  The cdrom version
was developed by Michael Ignacio and Edwin Pantig, with Rhommel Rico’s technical advice, and
edited by Maryann Asico.

We would like to thank all those who contributed to the success of the reta, including the par-
ticipating cities, local consultants, resource persons, private utility companies, multilateral organi-
zations, and the many community organizations that were involved in this exercise. We hope that
this publication will add value to the continuing search for better interventions to achieve ad-
equate service provision for all citizens, particularly the poor.

Peter L. Fedon
Director
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Asian Development Bank

Khaja H. Moinuddin
Director-General

Southeast Asia Department
Asian Development Bank
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Foreword
Lifting close to 1 billion people out of poverty is a
major challenge for Asian countries. Many of the
240 million–260 million poor living in cities and
towns suffer from inadequate service and other
forms of deprivation. That the numbers of the
poor have changed little over the years demon-
strates how the medium-to-high rates of eco-
nomic growth registered by many Asian countries
have failed to improve living conditions. Years of
experimentation with approaches that go beyond
economic growth and often even direct provi-
sioning of education and health have not had a
noticeable impact on the lives of the poor. Public
policies and public sector initiatives via programs
such as sites and services, slum improvement and
upgrading, income-earning opportunities for
women, urban basic services, and microfinance
have also not reached the poor.

What, then, are the alternatives to public
policies and public sector initiatives in attack-
ing poverty?

As the search for sustainable alternatives
continues, many Asian countries have begun to
experiment with private sector initiatives and
public-private partnerships to reach out to the
poor. Beyond Boundaries: Extending Services
to the Urban Poor is a collection of cases from
Asian countries where the private sector either
independently or in partnership with the public
sector, nongovernment organizations (ngos),
and community-based groups has stepped in to
provide services such as water supply, sanita-
tion, and solid waste management. This book
seeks to deepen our understanding of private
sector participation in providing urban services
to poor communities, and to set out an agenda
for Asian countries to improve private sector
participation in urban services for the poor.

The book rests on two postulates:
• Water supply, sanitation, and solid waste

collection services are a key component
in any poverty reduction strategy. In Asia,

nearly one third of the urban poor have no
access to safe water, and more than two
thirds do not have access to adequate
sanitation. Extending services to the poor
will have a direct and immediate impact
on their quality of life and productivity.

• The private sector has a vital role in pov-
erty reduction through expansion of ser-
vices. The public sector, even when it
claims to serve nearly 90% of Asia’s ur-
ban population, has failed to meet the
service needs of the poor. Many Asian
countries have, as a result, turned to pri-
vate provision of urban services, reflect-
ing the private sector’s capacity to supple-
ment public provision and creativity in
reaching out to the poor.

The book has three parts. The first presents an
overview of urban poverty in Asian countries,
admitting that as urbanization accelerates, pov-
erty may worsen and services become even more
unavailable. Stressing that public provision has
its limits, this part establishes a framework for pri-
vate sector participation in providing urban ser-
vices, showing that the modes of participation are
many and that countries can choose the one that
suits them most. The second part presents cases
of private sector participation, shedding light on
many key questions: What propelled the private
sector to engage in the provision of urban ser-
vices? What approaches did the private sector
employ to reach the poor? What were the key
features of public-private partnerships in ex-
tending services to the poor? What were the
partnerships’ strengths and weaknesses? The fi-
nal part draws lessons from the experiences of
private sector participation in urban services,
and underlines the importance of the conditions
that will ensure that services reach the poor.

Delivering services to the urban poor is a
complex activity requiring competencies and
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capacities that water utilities usually do not
have, and an understanding of the range of
stakeholders who must be enabled to work to-
gether. Stakeholders have different skills and
strengths; each is necessary but not sufficient to
reach out to the poor. The key to poverty reduc-
tion lies in bringing stakeholders together and
forging partnerships between them to make ser-
vice provision efficient and effective, and to en-
sure stakeholder recognition, representation,
and flexibility.

The case studies are grouped into three.
Those in the first group show how the public
sector fails or is unable to provide urban ser-
vices to the poor, often on the ground that the
poor do not fulfill the conditions necessary to
secure a water or sewerage connection. Cases
describe how small-scale independent provid-
ers and ngos in Kathmandu and Dhaka filled
the service void by intermediating between
poor communities and government service
agencies. Intermediation meant seeking relax-
ation of conditions that government agencies
would normally impose on those seeking ser-
vice, and also ensuring that poor households
paid for services even if they were costly and of
inferior quality. For such intermediation to be
effective, two conditions are necessary:

• Cooperation with the government. The
Karachi experience demonstrates that
none of the stakeholders can successfully
operate in isolation. The government,
community, and ngos have to work to-
gether if they are to be effective.

• Mobilization and capacity building of
communities. The case of solid waste
composting in Dhaka shows that com-
munity mobilization is a core strategy for
managing waste and providing other ur-
ban services. Community mobilization
and capacity building are long-term,
time-consuming processes but essential
to sustain the benefits from such services.

Cases in the second group document expe-
riences of private sector participation in provid-
ing urban services ranging from simple con-
tracting to major concessions, with ngos and
other stakeholders often substituting for the
private sector. Simple contracting has enabled
private contractors in such cities as Port Vila
(Vanuatu) and Silang (Philippines) to operate
alongside city governments and provide solid
waste services to unserved but economically
viable informal settlements. In Depok (Indone-
sia), a private operator has taken over from the
local government the operational responsibility
for waste collection and management, and is
planning to formally engage scavengers, waste
purchasers, middlemen, and industries once
composting techniques are established.

Long-term concessions for water provision
have emerged as a potential form of reform
through private sector participation in many
Southeast Asian countries. Water supply con-
tracts have significantly improved services for
all customers in Port Vila (Vanuatu), Olongapo
(Philippines), and Kota Kinabalu (Malaysia),
with some real benefits for the poor. Experi-
ences of these and other Asian cities show that
private sector participation is seriously beset by
the following:

• absence of a regulatory framework,
• lack of transparency in awarding con-

tracts to private operators,
• weak link between service charges fixed

for private contractors and costs of ser-
vices, and

• high interest rates.

Malaysia’s recent decision to retake control
of the sewerage system, which was contracted
out to a private consortium for 28 years, signals
that private sector involvement does not auto-
matically bring reform. Karachi’s attempts to in-
troduce contracts for solid waste collection also
illustrate the sometimes uneven path to reform.
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Private sector participation needs continuing
support and nurturing and sustainable rev-
enue streams.

A third group of cases represents experiences
of public-private-community partnerships in
water and sanitation services. These conces-
sions have permitted the private sector to extend
services to the poor in different ways—by ex-
panding networks and giving connections to
poor households; installing standpipes for the
poor; and, indirectly, permitting households that
have secured connections, and other small pro-
viders to resell water to poor communities. A
pro-poor approach involves (i) expansion of the
service network, (ii) provision of multiple ser-
vice levels, (iii) cross-subsidy of connection fees,
and (iv) presence of strong community leader-
ship and participation. The Manila water and
sewerage concessions are a prime example of
public-private-community partnership. In 1997
the Philippine Government privatized the Metro-
politan Waterworks and Sewerage System of
Metro Manila for reasons that included inefficient
operations, financial difficulties limiting service
improvement, and uncompetitive salaries to at-
tract competent personnel. The concessions
have improved water supply, lowered the staff-
connection ratio, and, to a limited extent, re-
duced nonrevenue water. Of particular signifi-
cance is the two concessionaires’ reach to the
poor through a string of measures: (i) establish-
ment of public standpipes; (ii) provision of group
taps for 2–5 households, where users form groups,
register connections, and share the cost for usage;
(iii) introduction of community-managed water
connections with a metered master connection;
(iv) water distribution by community associa-
tions; and (v) individual connections. The con-
cessionaires also sell water to private companies
that manage water distribution in squatter areas.

The cases here seek to enhance our under-
standing of private sector participation and part-
nerships in services that affect the poor most,
and set out actions to make such participation a

viable proposition. Compared with Latin
America, Asia has fewer experiences that can be
cited as best practices. Many Asian private op-
erators operate under serious constraints, rais-
ing questions about their sustainability. What
can be learned from field experiences? What
should be done to eliminate the constraints and
strengthen private sector participation in urban
services? The following points emerge:

• Public-private-community partnerships must
be pro-poor. Public-private partnerships do
not automatically ensure that services
will reach the poor.

• A framework must specify the role of dif-
ferent stakeholders, who have different
skills and strengths.

• Only if universal service coverage is the
overarching principle will the private sec-
tor be able to be creative and innovative
in extending services to the poor.

• A regulatory framework must have powers
to monitor service provision arrangements.

• A viable tariff must be established as it is
an essential instrument to understand the
true value of water as an economic good.

• Governments must support ngos and com-
munity groups, which need help to fill the
service void of urban poor communities.

Asian cities have phenomenally large ser-
vice needs, most of which continue to be in the
public domain. A creative and innovative private
sector must be involved in overcoming the re-
straining forces of public provision. Public-private
community partnerships offer a viable option
for change and service delivery to the poor.

Om Prakash Mathur
Professor of Housing and Urban Economics
National Institute of Public Finance and Policy
New Delhi
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Poverty in Asia
and the Pacific

1 This does not include the People’s Republic of China.
2 The who and unicef definition of Asia does not coincide with the Asian Development Bank (adb) developing member
countries as it includes Western Asia.

Of the 1 billion urban dwellers in Asia, an average of 24.7%1 are poor,
living on less than $1 per day. Poverty incidence is over 30% in India and
nearly 50% in Bangladesh (adb 2000). As the rural-to-urban transition
takes place, a process that is occurring later in Asia than the rest of the
world, these numbers are rising rapidly, with some cities having to
struggle with “doubling periods” of just 10 years. The World Health Or-
ganization (who) and United Nations Children’s Fund (unicef) estimate
that by 2015, 595 million more people will be living in urban areas in
Asia,2 with about 20–50% in informal housing areas, slums, and shanties.

Many poor people live on a minimal and uncertain income, with ex-
tended families living in single rooms in multi-occupancy tenements
or in illegal settlements, in haphazard structures with irregular access
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routes that act as dirty drainage channels rather
than roads. Children and adults are employed
in informal and irregular jobs and often work
for very long hours. The poor, especially single
mothers, find it extremely difficult to get health
care and education, particularly for children.

Quantitative measures describe people liv-
ing below the poverty line, variously defined by
individual country measures or internationally
as those living on less than $1 per day (usually
adjusted for purchasing power parity) or those
households earning less than $100 per month.
Quantitative measures may also include the
size of a dwelling space or distinguish between
“moderately poor,” “hardcore poor,” and “des-
titute,” as in Bangladesh. The quantitative defi-
nitions are vital to monitoring performance
against measurable goals.

Qualitative descriptions of poverty include
“poor quality of life combining low income,
poor health and education, deprivation in
knowledge and communications, and the in-
ability to exercise human and political rights”
(adb 1999). The dimensions of poverty are de-
scribed as material lack, physical weakness, in-
security and vulnerability, bad social relations,
low self-confidence, and powerlessness.

Box 1 Poverty Defined

“Poverty is a deprivation of essential assets and op-
portunities to which every human is entitled.

“Poverty is measured in terms of basic educa-
tion; health care; nutrition; water and sanitation; as
well as income, employment and wages. Such mea-
sures must also serve as a proxy for other intan-
gibles such as feelings of powerlessness and lack
of freedom to participate” (ADB 1999).

Box 1 Defining Poverty

Consultations with the Poor (World Bank
1999) states that “the poor are the true poverty
experts.” The study describes how the poor
claim “they are worse off now, have fewer eco-
nomic opportunities, and live with greater inse-
curity than in the past.” The qualitative descrip-
tions of poverty are necessary to understand
what it means to be poor and to determine the
approaches to achieve public health and devel-
opmental goals. Development experience
shows that participatory and empowering ap-
proaches are critical to overcome bad social re-
lations and powerlessness and improve envi-
ronmental health.
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Extending Services to the Urban Poor

Environmental
Health Services
for the Poor

Everybody, rich or poor, must have access to water. For some of the urban
poor this can mean drawing water from unprotected, possibly polluted,
springs or wells. For others it means a long walk to an irregularly supplied
government standpipe. Often, women have to queue for hours in the
middle of the night until the water arrives at a standpipe, then carry home
a heavy container of water, or wait for a government tanker to fill a water
tank somewhere at the edge of an informal housing area.

“Quality-of-life poor” may have a slightly higher income than “the
poor” but suffer from the same lack of access to services by formal pub-
lic providers. The “quality-of-life poor” purchase water from private
vendors at prices often 10–20 times higher than those from an official
supply or at high cost from neighbors or landlords.
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Figure 1 Improved Urban Water Supply and
Sanitation in Developing Member

Countries

Source: Richard Franceys’ analysis of WHO and UNICEF (2000).

Sanitation for the poor can require an early
morning visit to the side of a main road or to a
distant and dirty public toilet, an unimproved
pit latrine, or even the humiliation of “wrap and
throw” where excreta is deposited in a plastic
bag or newspaper and disposed of in the near-
est garbage dump or drainage channel.

Solid waste management for the poor can
mean having a festering, stinking pile of gar-
bage near their homes, perhaps where children
want to play, with occasional and irregular
waste collection by a municipal agent.

Although adequate for some level of survival,
such quality of service is dangerous for public
health, is time-consuming and degrading, and
does not promote life sustenance, self-esteem, or
freedom from servitude (Todaro 1992).

Over 84 million urban dwellers in the devel-
oping member countries of the Asian Develop-
ment Bank (adb) are without improved water
supply, and 255 million are without improved
sanitation (who and unicef 2000). About one
third of the urban poor thus do not have access
to improved water supply and most do not
have access to adequate sanitation.

Figure 1 shows the reported coverage of urban
water supply and sanitation in Asia along with
the challenge to meet population growth.

The effectiveness of the apparently high cov-
erage of improved urban water supply needs to be
reexamined as who and unicef (2000) report
that more than half the improved urban water
supplies operate intermittently, with 21.5% of
water samples contaminated. The same report
says that Asia has the lowest median unit produc-
tion cost in the world for urban water supply at
about $0.20 per cubic meter (m3), which should
be of considerable benefit to the poorest if only

they could obtain conventional connections. A
more dangerous sign is the ratio of median tariff
to unit production cost, which at 0.7 is also the
lowest in the world. This calls into question the
financial sustainability of the service and is one
of the main reasons why services are not being
extended to the poor.

The $0.14 per m3 quoted median tariff for
sewerage is remarkably low, representing not
only a lack of wastewater treatment but also a
probable cross-subsidy to the rich, who have
sewerage connections.

Global statistics on solid waste are notably
lacking. Most developing cities have erratic col-
lection service of variable quality, with the poor-
est areas receiving the worst service if they re-
ceive any service at all.
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Extending Services to the Urban Poor

Universal Service
Obligation and Reform

Every household should have adequate water, sanitation, and solid
waste services. However, public providers of environmental health ser-
vices usually meet the needs of higher-income groups but generally not
those of the poor.

Universal service provision includes a basic supply of potable water
of about 20–30 liters per person per day to meet survival and public
health needs, ideally with the opportunity to buy more. Households
want water at times convenient to them, not as it suits a water provider.
Hours of supply in the house and at any standpipe or franchised water
point need to be convenient, with queuing time minimized.

Adequate sanitation involves the safe disposal of human excreta along
with any wastewater used for flushing as well as the “gray” water from
bathing, washing, and cooking. “Disposal” is important; households
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Residents prepare a site for water-sealed toilets in Port Vila.

care little about how this is achieved as long as it is
done conveniently and with dignity. Disposal can
be by on-plot sanitation using improved house-
hold latrines and septic tanks, on-site sanitation
using communal septic tanks and/or wastewater
treatment, and gray water drainage, which might
be combined with storm drains. Where the hous-
ing density and/or relative wealth justify it, “re-
duced cost” or conventional piped sewerage
with centralized wastewater treatment is a con-
venient, if expensive, solution.

Solid waste management requires the hy-
gienic removal of solid waste from the dwelling,
with earliest possible segregation and on-selling
of recyclables, with possibilities of on-site
composting, for example, and regular transfer
of any residuals to safe sanitary landfill, and
street sweeping. All these services need to be
complemented by an information, education,
and communication process that promotes hy-
giene awareness and practice.

Technical experts are often tempted to con-
sider only standard provision of full-pressure
water supply, sewerage, and garbage trucks.

However, service standards may be
differentiated and yet attain the
necessary qualities and potential
savings that, while insignificant to
higher-income planners, can be
critical to the poor.

It is difficult for governments to
focus specifically on the needs of
the poor when the whole sector is in
dire need of reform because services
are expensive to provide, usually
underpriced, and of poor quality. It
is especially difficult when the poor
are living in rapidly growing, spon-
taneous, and often illegal settle-

ments that are outside government control and
which public providers may be restricted by law
from serving.

The overall weakness of public sector provi-
sion of services tends to drive the present re-
form process and persuade governments to
consider involving the private sector in a new
way after unsuccessful reforms of the existing
public providers. It is easy to confuse the two
imperatives of overall sector reform and provi-
sion to the poor. Many governments focus on
reform, hoping that the universal service obli-
gation will automatically include delivery of
services to the poor. However, middle- and
high-income groups also need to be involved
to achieve economies of scale and efficient ser-
vice provision, create the potential for cross-
subsidies, and incorporate the lobbying power
of these groups to achieve overall public
health benefits.

The next chapter describes the general pat-
tern and forms of private sector involvement in
urban services in developing countries, particu-
larly in Asia.
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Extending Services to the Urban Poor

3 A detailed description of the various public-private contract forms can be found in Developing Best Practices for Promoting
Private Sector Investment in Infrastructure—Water Supply (adb 2000); and Toolkits (World Bank 1997).

Public-Private
Partnerships
in Urban Services

Spectrum of Private Sector Participation and Potential for Serving the Poor

Recognizing the limitations of public providers in providing adequate
urban services, and the impossibility that nongovernment organizations
(ngos) will meet the needs of all the urban poor, governments around
the world are now experimenting with radical institutional reform in-
volving the private sector. Many of these reform approaches are deliver-
ing better-quality services at lower prices. The challenge is to make the
reforms benefit the poor.

The basic types of private sector involvement are the following:3

• Service contracts. Individual aspects of infrastructure provision—
meter reading, pumping station operation, solid waste transport,
for example—are contracted out to a private contractor for periods
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Contracting out is part of reforming public service provision.

from a few months to a few years, usually
generating 20–30% savings when com-
pared with public provision. Contracting
out is a powerful tool to challenge the
public provider, particularly labor inter-
ests, and generates efficiencies. However,
these benefits may not reach the poor.

• Management contracts. For a fee—often
performance related or profit sharing—a
private management team runs the pub-
lic operation, wholly or in part. A man-
agement contract, which does not greatly
challenge the existing system, can be an
attractive first step to private sector in-
volvement but may not tackle the prob-
lems of entrenched interests and reluc-
tance to charge viable tariffs. Because
such contracts are short—typically 5
years—and do not directly link invest-
ment to service provision, they usually
focus only on improving service to exist-
ing customers rather than reaching the
urban poor.

• Lease contracts. Usually up to 15 years
long, lease contracts typically give the

private operator full control over supply-
ing services and recovering tariffs, in ex-
change for payment for use of the fixed
assets, which remain the responsibility of
the public agency. Because services in de-
veloping countries often need some level
of investment to upgrade distribution sys-
tems, reduce leakage, and extend ser-
vices, the “enhanced lease” concept has
been developed. Under an enhanced
lease, small improvements are the re-
sponsibility of the operator, and major in-
vestments for treatment and disposal fa-
cilities, for example, remain the responsi-
bility of the government. Enhanced
leases give national contractors an excel-
lent opportunity to become involved in
serving secondary towns.

• Build-operate-transfer (BOT) contracts.
bot and its many variations are primarily
used for specific large, one-off investments
in water production, wastewater treat-
ment, and sanitary landfills. For up to 30
years, the length depending upon the size
of investment that has to be amortized,
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Private contractors install sewage pipes in Karachi.

the operator sells or treats guaranteed
amounts of water or waste in exchange
for guaranteed prices, although usually
including some amount of demand risk.
The operator takes the risk to design,
build, and operate the facility at specified
quality standards in exchange for a guar-
anteed cash flow. Efficient production,
treatment, or disposal are critical to serv-
ing all customers, but unless the distribu-
tion and/or collection network is also
upgraded or extended to poor unserved
areas, the efficiency gains of bots may be
gradually lost and never reach the poor.

• Concessions. Lasting on average for 25
years, these contracts transfer all respon-
sibilities for capital investment and op-
eration and maintenance (O&M) to a
private operator. The fixed assets legally
remain the property of government, and
the operator might pay a fee to use them.
Tariffs may be lowered by reducing the
capital amounts to amortize, which will

benefit the poor if they are connected.
Concessions with clear coverage targets
toward universal service for all citizens—
including the poor—can be an excellent
means of using the skills of the private
sector to leverage investment, provide
high-quality service, relate to customers,
and collect a viable tariff. Under this ar-
rangement, the government continues to
regulate the tariff level through its regula-
tory system and monitors the quality of
service provision.

• Divestiture. Under the most radical form
of private sector involvement, existing op-
erations and assets are sold to the private
sector, perhaps with a time-limited license.
Like the concession, divestiture has the
same potential to use license conditions
and regulation to ensure universal service
coverage. Only Chile among the develop-
ing countries has chosen this route. Before
divestiture, Chile set up a system whereby
the poor receive conventional services for
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Table 1 Potential of Public-Private Partnership Models to Serve the Poor

Potential to Asset Operation  and

Option Serve the Poor Ownership Maintenance Capital Investment Commercial Risk Duration

Household management ** Private household Private household Private with public Private household Indefinite

Community management *** Community Community Public with community Public with community Indefinite

Small-scale IP *** Private business Private Private Private Variable

Service contract — Public Private and public Public Public 1–2 years

Management contract ** Public Private Public Public 3–5 years

Lease * Public Private Public Shared 8–15 years

Concession *** Public Private Private Private 25–30 years

Build-operate-transfer * Private and public Private Private Private 20–30 years

Indefinite (may be

Divestiture ** Private Private Private Private limited by license)

*** = most potential, — = neutral, IP = independent providers
Source: Adapted from World Bank (1997).

the standard tariff that is partly paid
through the municipal social welfare sys-
tem (see Box 15 on page 68), allowing the
private operator to concentrate on its core
skills of service provision and removing the
need for cross-subsidies.

Variations of private sector participation exist
along a continuing spectrum and can be applied
in different ways to different parts of the environ-
mental health “supply chain”: abstraction, treat-
ment, transmission, distribution, collection, treat-
ment, recycling, and disposal (of solid waste and
wastewater). Table 1 summarizes the main con-
tract types with relevant additions and a ranking
for their potential to serve the poor.

The reason most often given for involving the
private sector is that it can provide the invest-
ment capital that governments cannot. It has yet
to be proven that this is the main benefit. What

seems to be of greater importance is that private
operators can “break through the performance
ceiling” by being allowed to charge viable tariffs
and to manage their operations without undue
political, individual, and labor interference,
which often hampers public providers.

Figure 2 shows the rise in numbers of re-
ported public-private partnerships during the
past decade in developing countries. However,
these figures only include reported data on the
larger water and sanitation partnerships and
cannot do justice to the myriad micro- and
small enterprises, ngos, and community-
based organizations (cbos), which are private
organizations and have been serving the poor
without much support or recognition from the
formal providers.

Reform should be designed to deliver the
universal service obligation. For networked wa-
ter supply—and sewerage where affordable—
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Figure 2 Rise in Population Covered by Reported Operational Public-Private Partnerships
in Developing Countries, 1991–2001

Source: R. Franceys, Public-Private Partnership Database, January 2002, unpublished.

with its inherent economies of scale, the con-
cession form, including the enhanced lease
(i.e., a lease linked to investment), appears to
be the most pro-poor model. The private op-
erator is required to take over the entire pro-
cess, under the umbrella of a regulator, often
with the protection of international contacts,
taking advantage of economies of scale and
expertise, with the facility to invest to improve
performance. The operator also has a chance
to provide differentiated services to meet the
needs of the poor.

For nonnetworked services such as solid
waste management and on-plot sanitation, the
competition between ngos and small enter-
prises should remove the need for complex pri-
vate contracts or partnerships. Disposal and
treatment of the residuals does, however, re-
quire the active involvement of government.
bots are ideally suited for establishing indi-
vidual sanitary landfills, and for building and
running small sludge treatment plants where
there is no large-scale sewerage and wastewa-
ter treatment system. The challenge for govern-
ment is to ensure that these “pay as you use”
disposal and treatment systems are actually

used and paid for and not simply bypassed by
small contractors looking to save costs.

Recent Trends in Asia

Formal public-private partnerships have tended
to use

• service contracts in South Asia, where
the idea of private sector involvement ap-
pears to be most threatening to the estab-
lishment; and

• bots of water treatment plants in East
Asia, keeping the private sector away
from direct contact with the customer.

Neither approach necessarily impacts di-
rectly on serving the poor although increased
operating and capital efficiency should lower
costs. However, where tariffs do not reflect
costs, lower costs are of limited value to the
poor, and where the poor are not connected to
the network, lower tariffs for a service they are
not getting have no benefit at all.

The region reportedly has 215 water and
sanitation partnerships involving the private
sector, 56 of which remain at the planning stage
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5 The critical task of regulation is discussed in detail in,
among other publications, adb. 2001. Regulatory Sys-
tems and Networking of Water Utilities and Regulatory
Bodies. Manila.

Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2

Figure 3 Reported Operating Public-Private Partnerships in Asia by Contract Type,
including (3.1) and excluding (3.2) Service Contracts

4 Formerly known as Lyonnaise des Eaux.

DBO = design-build-operate, BOO = build-operate-own, ROT = rehabilitate-operate-transfer, BOT = build-operate-transfer.

and 14 have been postponed or canceled. Of
those operating (Figure 3.1), a large number are
service contracts, particularly in India.

Most of the large-scale operating public-
private partnerships (Figure 3.2) are repre-
sented by 44 bots and rehabilitate-operate-
transfers, mainly shared between Ondeo Ser-
vices4 and Vivendi, and 24 concessions, also
shared between the two companies, along
with Cascal, Thames, and International Wa-
ter/United Utilities. International contractors
are preferred as, apart from some recent devel-
opments in Malaysia, concessions have been
let to operators who can demonstrate interna-
tional experience.

Of the water and sanitation concessions in
Asia, five are reported from the Pacific, serv-
ing only small populations: two are for bulk
supply of water, and three are for provision to
former military bases in the Philippines, with
limited service to the poor. Compared to other
regions, notably Latin America and Eastern
Europe, Asia has limited experience in public-
private partnerships.

Private sector delivery of a monopoly ser-
vice requires regulation to ensure fair benefits
to all partners. Attempts to regulate the sectors
are very recent in Asia, and numerous public-
private partnerships are struggling because of
an inadequate and weak regulatory system.5
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Stakeholders
and Partnerships

Meeting the needs of the poor through successful public-private
partnerships requires an understanding of the range of stakeholders and
how they can work together with and within organizations.

Deciding and Acting Together

Serving the poor is more complex than serving higher-income customers
and requires an understanding of the range of partners and partnerships
necessary to provide service access:

• The public sector. Traditionally the sole provider of urban services,
this sector is taking a “step back” from service provision toward criti-
cal indirect functions such as policy guidance and regulation to en-
sure that urban services benefit all. Key players include ministries,
regulators, reformed or residual public utilities, and municipal bod-
ies, along with international public entities such as multilateral and
bilateral organizations.

• The private sector. The spectrum includes small, medium-sized,
and large international operators, all of which strive to provide
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efficient service to ensure an adequate re-
turn on capital. Small-scale independent
providers operate on the same profit ratio-
nale as multinational companies and have
been highly flexible in using technologies
and in pricing to serve poor areas.

• The community. This group includes
cbos and ngos, which are innovative,
creative, and flexible in achieving their
social goals in service provision, or help
promote the issues to the government
and the public through advocacy groups.
Other partners such as the media, civil-
society lobby groups, global ngos, and
the academic community should also
join these partnerships to maintain the
pressure for change and sustainability.

Each stakeholder is necessary but not self-
sufficient. If governments only want reform of
the existing services, contracting the private
sector is sufficient. cbos and ngos, in turn, may
deliver impressive gains in the slum areas
where they work but have difficulty doing the
same elsewhere simply because they lack
funds and manpower. Private companies may
easily comply with quality upgrading but
struggle to increase coverage levels specified in
contracts if they do not cooperate with gov-
ernments and ngos.

The involvement of so many disparate inter-
ests requires formal agreements between the
stakeholders to promote efficiency and effec-
tiveness as well as informal relationships to en-
sure recognition, representation, and flexibility.
The power of these partnerships—contractual,
institutional, and relational—is critical to the
success of reform and universal service.

The term “partnership” describes the rela-
tionship between the stakeholders, based on
the understanding that more benefits can be
obtained for the poor more quickly when orga-
nizations work together toward a common
goal. Each entity contributes its particular skill
to make the sum greater than the parts, with a

commitment to support other partners. In the
most successful relationships, the partners re-
main fully committed to the overall goal, know-
ing that they are each giving resources and re-
ceiving benefits as appropriate.

Stakeholders participate in a wide variety of
ways, from a large utility merely informing
households that a new supply pipe is about to
be installed, to an ngo enabling a community
to decide on the type of sanitation it wants in-
stalled and how to manage it. Similarly, a com-
pany can have a legalistic, contractual relation-
ship with the government, municipality, or
public regulator, or try to develop a trusting,
creative, proactive partnering arrangement.

Wilcox (1999) reinterprets Arnstein’s ladder
of participation (1969) as follows:

• Information: “The least you can do is tell
people what is planned.”

• Consultation: “Identify the problems,
offer a number of options, and listen to
the feedback.”

• Deciding together: “Encourage others
to provide some additional ideas and
options, and join in deciding the best
way forward.”

• Acting together: “Not only do different
interests decide together what is best, but
they form a partnership to carry it out.”

• Supporting independent community ini-
tiatives: “Help others do what they want
perhaps within a framework of grants,
advice and support provided by the re-
source holder.”

Genuine “partnership” is defined as “de-
ciding together” and “acting together” (Wilcox
1999). At the levels of information and consul-
tation the power remains with the external
body, whereas in supporting community initia-
tives the power lies with the community. The
degree of empowerment is vitally important in
any relationship with poor stakeholders because
it is the nature of poverty to disempower people
in so many ways. From the wider development
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Market Demand/ Large Demand, Mass Markets Local Demand, Individual
Technological Sophistication or Batch Markets

Simple technologies Mechanical organization Craft organization
Complex technologies Mechanical-organic organization Organic organization

Source: Hage and Finsterbusch (1987).

Table 2 Contingency Theory for Organizations

perspective, any approach that includes em-
powerment, building self-confidence, and job
creation through community involvement of
the poor takes precedence over others.

Organizations involved need to inform and
consult each other but can deliver more when
they decide and act together, which is what
government, private operators, and the com-
munity should do to find creative and compre-
hensive ways to serve the poor.

The Vision 21 exercise of the Water Supply
and Sanitation Collaborative Council for the
Second World Water Forum, as well as the ex-
perience of solid waste management ngos

around the world, confirm that the poor want
to and can be partners. The greater the degree
of empowered participation shared with poor
households, the more effective efforts are to re-
duce poverty. Over time, the poor can expect to
have the same rights as any other customer,
paying for a service that they can then forget
about and getting on with other more impor-
tant things in life.

Public-private partnerships thus need to incor-
porate the community in services for the poor. Tri-
partite partnerships are not necessarily easier to
implement, but the benefits are worth the costs.

Organizations and Contingency Theory

Large organizations such as water and sanita-
tion utilities must also recognize how their vari-
ous elements need to focus on their particular
strengths to work together to serve the poor. The
degree of vertical and horizontal integration
within these utilities varies from country to

country and also over time. Meeting the needs
of the poor requires additional competencies
that traditionally are not present in a utility orga-
nization. Choosing to create that competence
within the organization (vertical integration) or
to out-contract the activity depends on the type
of skills required and where they are available.

One approach to understand the skills re-
quired and the form of organization suited to
make best use of them is known as contingency
theory: the organization should be designed to be
“contingent” upon its environment and the type
of product it delivers, and the way it delivers it.

Contingency theory at its simplest level rec-
ognizes the different environments of a large
mass market compared to a small local market,
each related to the sale of “simple” or “com-
plex” technologies. The resulting four types of
organization are shown in Table 2.

Small solid waste collectors and recyclers may
be seen as examples of “craft” organizations, re-
quiring a degree of skill but tending to operate in
isolation from others, that is, without significant
need for linkages and a large organization.

Utility water and sanitation providers tend to
be classic “mechanical” organizations, designed
to take advantage of economies of scale in effi-
ciently delivering a simple product to a mass cli-
entele. In developing countries administrative
simplicity is often subverted by weak gover-
nance as politicians and employees compete for
individual benefits. To use another simple in-
sight of management teaching, organizations in
developing countries tend to be “relationship
oriented” rather than “rules based.” Individual
experience suggests that organizations in every
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A woman makes her point during a group discussion.

culture are influenced by the power of relation-
ships as well as rules, but certain cultures tend
to overemphasize the importance of meeting
personal needs at the expense of the organiza-
tional ones.

Privatization—imposing a new management
at the head of the existing workforce, particu-
larly if the operator is foreign—reinvigorates the
mechanistic aspects of the organizations with
quality assurance and rules-based discipline.
The private operators report that although it
takes time and hard work, and requires reducing
the number of workers so that those remaining
have a valid job, privatization is achievable.

These standard organizations have been de-
signed to serve most of the population, who
want the same standard, homogenous product.
However, serving the urban poor requires a
flexible, creative approach, producing a non-
standard “complex” service, often varying from
slum to slum, which, in turn, requires a cre-
ative, “organic” element in the institution.

Government providers have generally not
set up this organic element, as an organization
that has difficulty controlling its mechanistic el-
ements will not dare empower something that
might spin out of control. Another reason is
that these types of bureaucracies are typically
biased in favor of construction engineering

rather than service delivery. Exter-
nally aided projects in all sectors
have traditionally overcome this
problem by establishing special
project units, which tend to be di-
vorced from their host depart-
ment, particularly where staff are
paid special incentives. These
units tend to exist as long as the
project and have repeatedly
shown to be unsustainable over
the long term.

Public-private partnerships of
25–30 years (5–7 years for solid
waste) make it possible to build the
organic element into the ongoing

work of the utility for the long term. Even with
the drive for universal coverage, flexibility will be
needed to serve the poor by improving services
and ensuring bill payment.

Whether organic expertise is provided in-
house or through out-contracting depends on
the private provider and the skills available.
ngos are typically organic in their work style but
have varying limits on the degree to which they
wish to be co-opted into the service of a private
operator. For the poor customer there remains
the need for a single interface to the single-service
provider, irrespective of who employs the staff.
The same debate is under way in higher-income
countries where some utilities are out-contracting
customer relationship services (revenue cycle
management) while others believe that relating to
customers is the core competence of a utility,
more important than the technology, which must
be retained in-house.

Mukami Kariuki (2001) reminds us that
“the bulk of future utility customers will be low-
income urban households.” Utilities should
thus establish the organic capacity to meet the
needs of the poor, and involve the private sec-
tor, whose professional management and free-
dom to use incentives without being bound to
government job descriptions make it generally
better able to integrate the mechanical and the
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organic into the same organization. Interna-
tional private operators have had the most ex-
perience in combining the disciplined me-
chanical approach with organic research and
development expertise.

Organizational Change to Serve the Poor

In achieving the special qualities of partner-
ships between stakeholders in addition to de-
veloping “organic” capabilities and reforming a
“relationship-based” organization into a “rules-
based” one, large-scale mechanical service pro-
viders face a major challenge: the same staff
who failed to deliver services before the public-
private partnership are now expected to deliver
quality service to everybody. Organizational
change thus becomes a high priority.

To understand how this change can be
achieved and maintained, it is helpful to con-
sider the work of Lewin as interpreted by
Schein (undated) who writes about “unfreez-
ing” before “changing” before “refreezing.” The
theory also describes “driving” forces and “re-
straining” forces relative to change.

As Schein explains:
Unfreezing as a concept entered the

change literature early to highlight the obser-
vation that the stability of human behavior
was based on “quasi-stationary equilibria”
supported by a large force field of driving and
restraining forces. For change to occur, this
force field had to be altered under complex
psychological conditions because, as was
often noted, just adding a driving force to-
ward change often produced an immediate
counterforce to maintain the equilibrium.
The equilibrium could more easily be moved
if one could remove restraining forces since
there were usually already driving forces in
the system. Unfortunately restraining forces
were harder to get at because they were often
personal psychological defenses or group
norms embedded in the organizational or
community culture.

Transferring the service to a private opera-
tor is powerful enough to unfreeze the existing
system to challenge the stability of human be-
havior and the patterns that have previously re-
warded that behavior. Private sector takeover is
necessary to start the reform process. However,
because it is impossible to establish a perfect
long-term public-private partnership when the
political and social environment is continuously
changing, driving forces within the organization
must be strong enough to enable it to continue
serving the poor, who are most likely to be for-
gotten when a situation becomes strained. Con-
tinuing powers must also be available to chal-
lenge the new restraining forces as the contract
moves forward.

The foreign or international aspect of larger
public-private partnerships gives the private
operator the potential to appeal above the level
of national politics when the need arises. This
reduces the risk involved in contracting, allow-
ing external funding to be more certain of a re-
turn on the capital invested.

“Foreignization,” when introduced in a
transparent and competitive manner, can be
powerful enough to challenge the restraining
forces. Foreign investors always have the last re-
sort of formal systems for appeal, such as the
World Bank-supported International Center for
Settlement of Investment Disputes. However,
employing such procedures suggests that the
contract has failed. It is the more informal, day-
to-day political nature of foreignization that
gives impetus to change and a consistent focus
on the needs of the poor, which is dependent
upon the international community’s consistent
support for the private operators. The major pri-
vate operator in Asia, Ondeo Services, makes
the point that the work of the international sup-
port agencies and donors does not end with the
signing of the contract: only ongoing support
will bring benefits to all, particularly the poor.

The need to oppose restraining forces is the
reason for recognizing the wide range of stake-
holders in urban services provision, over and
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above the traditional utility and/or municipal
department, and for considering the wide spec-
trum of partnerships, each with their own char-
acteristics, strengths, and weaknesses in serv-
ing the poor.

The explanations for progress in serving the
poor appear to unduly emphasize the role of
foreign operators. However, this consideration
of simple organization theory is not meant to
justify foreign involvement but to help under-
stand the reasons for its apparent success, as
described in some of the country cases pre-
sented below. With a long-term goal of develop-
ing national private utility “champions”—
which could well become international them-
selves—as well as global expertise, external
support agencies need to consider how they
can build similar conditions for success into
new contracts with national private operators.
The external support agencies might have to
intervene with a government when tariffs or
contracts or labor relations become compli-
cated just as some foreign ambassadors do on
behalf of their national companies, or to help
national private operators find international
social consultants to act as partners in develop-
ing organic capacity to serve the poor.

For governments, particularly as they begin
to consider reform and service to the poor in
secondary cities and towns, there is a signifi-
cant risk in employing national private opera-
tors. For the reasons given above, such con-
tracts can easily go wrong. For the government
it might appear to be safer to continue with a
second-rate public provider than to risk getting
a third-rate private provider with no national
track record in utility provision. The least-cost

bidder may not only be incapable but also lack
the management capacity to learn how to be a
utility, lack suitable high-level “protection”
(without being too expensive), and may not be
prepared to invest in learning how to be creative
in serving the poor.

There can be no doubt that there is national
management capacity to carry out such opera-
tions. One only has to consider national com-
petitors such as the beer brewers and soft-drink
companies, which demonstrate sophisticated
understanding of the need for mechanical-
organic organizations, employ rigorous me-
chanical quality assurance of drink production,
and have imaginative and creative organic mar-
keting departments to sell the products. To
meet the criteria suggested above, all such op-
erators would need is the international support
to set viable tariffs, a reason for ensuring effec-
tive regulation. However, there is no sense of
such companies becoming involved at present
or of that degree of protection being available
where needed.

In summary, the provision of high-quality
services demands a rules-based, mechanical or-
ganization, which requires the sort of powerful
shock or “unfreezing” that the introduction of the
private sector delivers. To overcome the ever
present restraining forces requires some level of
supranational intervention, and to deliver ser-
vices to the poor in a participatory, empowering
manner requires a co-option of the craft-level
service of ngos and small-scale independent pro-
viders into an organic capability within the re-
formed provider. Examples of servicing the poor
are presented to show how change is happening
in small and large cities of many countries.
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The Case Studies

The case studies represent three service sectors—water supply, sanitation,
and solid waste management—and show how the urban poor are being
served and what roles the various stakeholders play. The countries range
from the highly populated subcontinent to the Pacific Islands, and the ur-
ban settings range from metropolitan megacities to secondary and small
towns. The various public-private-community partnerships are also rep-
resented in the case studies. It is a matter of debate whether ngos

should be considered under the heading of community or the private
sector, as the lines of distinction are often blurred. In addition, the pri-
vate sector ranges from the small-scale independent provider to the
small and medium-sized enterprise contractor to the national-level
concessionaire and the international (foreign) private operator.
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Figure 4 Map of Case Studies

With such a wide variety of options to con-
sider, the 19 cases described here cannot hope
to draw definitive conclusions as to ideal insti-
tutional patterns of service, especially as some
apparent failures are also described. In reality,
all the cases are “works in progress,” with their
individual strengths and weaknesses.

The case studies are grouped into three. The
first group recognizes the critical and widespread
influence of ngo initiatives in serving the urban
poor by “filling the void” left by the failure of public
service provision, even where those initiatives
might be limited in coverage. The second describes
how environmental service provision can be re-
formed by involving larger-scale private enterprise,
without special consideration of the poor. The

third looks at public-private-community partner-
ships, which seek to combine the best qualities of
the first two groups: ngo participatory develop-
ment and the private sector reform approach.

Filling the Void: Nonnetworked
and Decentralized Services

The widespread failure of governments to pro-
vide adequate urban services has resulted in an
increasing number of unserved urban poor. The
service void is filled by various forms of self-
provision, by small-scale independent provid-
ers as well as by ngos, which offer discrete,
nonnetworked services. The small providers
may deliver poor-quality and expensive service,
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Country and City Sector Case Study Type of Contract Grouped Under
Heading

Bangladesh
Dhaka Water supply NGO contract 1

Solid waste NGO contract 1
Cambodia

Phnom Penh and small towns Water supply Concessions 2
India

Hyderabad and Vijayawada Sanitation Lease 1
Indonesia

Jakarta Water supply Concession 2
Kota Depok Solid waste Concession 2

Malaysia
Kota Kinabalu Water supply Build-operate-transfer 2
Malacca Sewerage Concession 2

Nepal
Kathmandu Water supply and sanitation NGO contract 1

Water supply Enhanced lease 3
Pakistan

Karachi Solid waste Management contract 2
Sanitation NGO contract 1

Philippines
Metro Manila Water supply and sanitation Concession 3
Olongapo Water supply Concession 2
Quezon City Solid waste NGO contract 1
Silang Solid waste Service contract 2

Vanuatu
Port Vila Water supply Concession 2

Solid waste Service contract 2
Viet Nam

Phan Rang-Thap Cham Water supply Concession 2

Case Studies Outside Asia
Argentina

Buenos Aires Water supply and sanitation Concession Appendix 1
England and Wales

All cities Water supply and sanitation Divestiture Appendix 2

Table 3 Cities and Case Studies

yet consumers are prepared to pay for it. Small
providers also create jobs and are generally able
to adjust to their clients’ needs, but their service
can be influenced by criminals.

Community-oriented ngos are creative, in-
novative, and flexible, often enabling and em-
powering the poor to control service provi-
sion. However, ngos may demand too high an
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Women in Kathmandu carry water for their families.

involvement from the poor beyond service
implementation. Poor households find it diffi-
cult to stay committed to involvement in O&M
over the long term.

Kathmandu, Nepal: Tailored NGO Water
and Sanitation Program

Lumanti, an ngo managed by a board of
seven entrepreneurs, five of whom are women,
started a toilet program and sewerage project in
Lonhla in 1986. By 2001 the ngo had repli-
cated its success in about 70 communities of
Kathmandu Valley (population 1.4 million,
1999). Although Lumanti has mainly focused
upon credit programs for the poor, it has also
done the following:

• helped poor communities get metered
community taps by negotiating with the
municipal wards to provide guarantee

and ownership of the taps serving the
squatter settlements, resulting in 13 com-
munity connections by Nepal Water Sup-
ply Corporation, directly benefiting 168
households in five communities;

• facilitated provision of alternative
sources such as rowing pumps, shallow
wells with hand-pumps, and spring
source improvements;

• raised community awareness on effective
water use and right of access to water,
and assisted with management skills and
technical support;

• promoted use of public, communal, and
private toilet facilities through subsidy; and

• partnered with local communities and
the municipalities to lay communal sewer
lines, drainage facilities, and connections
of private latrines to main sewers.
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The squatter community of Jagriti Tole,  with
about 125 households, faced severe water

shortages. The stalemate with Nepal Water Supply
Corporation (NWSC), which refused to provide
connections if households did not have house-
ownership certificates, was first broken in 1987
by an NGO, Women and Environment, when it con-
vinced the ward committee to remain as a guar-
antor for the public taps. Two unmetered taps
were installed in 1987/88 under the ownership of
the municipal ward committee.

Although the taps provided some relief, it was
minimal for the growing community. In 1996 a
Japanese NGO, Reiyukai, funded a pipeline ex-
tension, and the community contributed by bury-
ing and connecting the pipes. Lumanti formed
water users groups and contributed $270 to con-
nect an additional nine community taps. The con-
nection charge balance of about $330 were raised
by the community. The ward committee remained
as a guarantor.

 The extension not only benefited the squatter
community but also helped NWSC expand its con-
nections, through which it distributed 12 more con-
nections to nonsquatter households.

Box 2 New Connections in Jagriti Tole

Tej Kumari Shrestha, a housewife from the squat-
ter community Srijana Basti, was chosen by

Lumanti to undertake a 12-day training program in
hygiene awareness and low-cost toilet building in
1996. Before the sanitation program was launched,
only about five families had toilets. She says that the
community did not know that toilets could be built so
inexpensively. Adults defecated on riverbanks and
children defecated anywhere, including pathways.
After the launching of the program, around 59 toilets
were constructed within a month in the community.

Box 3 Building Toilets in Srijana Basti

Dhaka, Bangladesh: NGO-Assisted Water Points

A similar approach is illustrated in Dhaka
(population 11.6 million, 2001), one of the
world’s fastest growing megacities. Around
55% of the urban population in Dhaka lives be-
low the poverty line, half in slums and squatter
settlements. Access to water supply, sanitation,
solid waste management, and other services are
extremely limited.

Dhaka Water and Sewerage Authority
(dwasa) is not permitted to provide water to
households that do not own land, which in-
clude most of the urban poor living in slums.
The ngo Dusthya Shasthya Kendra (dsk),
which has been working in the slums of Dhaka
since 1988, primarily on health care, found that

one reason for ill health was the lack of safe
drinking water. Since 1991 dsk has served as an
intermediary between the slum communities and
dwasa, taking responsibility for the water connec-
tions and mediating with Dhaka City Corpora-
tion (dcc), mainly to obtain permission for road
cutting and siting of water points on dcc land.
dsk also mobilized, organized, and prepared
slum communities to operate and manage wa-
ter points, bear the capital cost, and regularly
pay dwasa water bills. By February 2001, with
the support of external funding agencies, 93
water points had been installed, providing wa-
ter to an estimated 8,000 squatter households.

Before a water point is built, an agreement
is signed between the community water man-
agement committee (eight members, all women)
and dsk. An advisory committee with five male
members is formed to help the water commit-
tee and to deal with social intimidation. Both
committees have 1-year terms.

The water points, built under the supervi-
sion of dsk and with local labor, comprise a 3
cubic meter (m3) underground tank with two
suction hand pumps on top, along with a
separate bathing and washing platform,
fenced off with bamboo matting. The average
construction cost is $600 to serve the targeted
100 households.

The water point caretaker, ideally a woman
member of the committee, with an average salary
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Hanufa, a middle-aged woman residing in
Begun Bari slum, explains: “Before the instal-

lation of the water point, I had to wait till one
o’clock at night to collect water from the nearby
dormitory or wait hours in queue to collect water
from public standpipes with no certainty of getting
water. There was a time when I could not get water
for my family even after paying advance money to
the water lords. With the installation of the water
point in my slum, I can get safe water cheaply, I do
not have to wait for hours, and, above all, it is eas-
ily accessible, thanks to DSK and DWASA.”

Box 4 Water Points: Improving Access to Water

Garbage is dumped into drains in Karachi.

of $11 per month, collects the water charges
from users with ngo support and deposits the
money in the bank account held jointly by the
committee and ngo. The rates are set by the
community with guidelines agreed upon by
dsk, to cover dwasa bills, installments on capi-
tal costs, and the caretaker’s salary. The average
monthly rate is $0.93 for a four-member household
(plus $0.18 per month for each additional
member) or $0.46 per m3, while the official
dwasa rate is $0.08 per m3 and conventional
vendors charge $1.40 per m3.

dsk has handed over two water points to
communities after they paid the capital costs,
with bank accounts transferred to the water
committee’s name. dsk expects to continue to
monitor and support the committees for 3–4
years after transfer.

Like the ngo in Kathmandu, dsk has been
devising innovative means of serving the poor,
and incorporating new techniques (storage
tanks to guarantee supply, with hand pumps
to limit use), social strategies (initiating
women’s water management committees with
male advisory committees), and institutional
change (municipal acceptance of land use and
utility acceptance of a community connec-
tion). This has allowed the poor to get legal
and safe water at a low cost and generated rev-
enue for dwasa.

Karachi, Pakistan: Sanitation Failure

The case of Karachi shows how disparate
and uncoordinated efforts by the government,
ngos, and communities can worsen the situa-
tion in poor settlements. In Karachi over 60%
of the population lives in unplanned settle-
ments where public service provision consis-
tently lags behind their growth.

A major problem for the residents is the ac-
cumulation of sewage that makes life intoler-
able. The residents dig earthen channels and
route the sewage to the nearest natural depres-
sion—a nullah—that acts as a storm water
drain. Open drains become silted over the
years. Garbage is dumped into the drains, rais-
ing their bed level. During the rainy season
Karachi floods, and the water level recedes af-
ter 1–2 days as silt and garbage are flushed into
the sea.

Over the years numerous ngos have en-
couraged communities to lay sewerage systems
to connect their house toilets to street laterals
that convey the sewage through secondary
sewer pipes to the nullah and natural storm
water drains and, ultimately, to the sea. A sur-
vey done by the Orangi Pilot Project in 136 in-
formal settlements shows that 82% of the lanes
have built sewer lines at their own cost, and
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Maksuda, a 32-year-old woman, has been
working in the community-based composting

plant in Mirpur, Dhaka, for the last 6 years. Previ-
ously, she worked in a garment factory. She left the
factory because she put in long working hours with
no holidays, the supervisor mistreated the workers,
and her salary was very low. She also had to endure
3 months without salary, which was an acute hard-
ship for her family. Now, working in the composting
plant, she gets a weekly day off, has fixed duty hours
with rest time, and can use the toilet and bathing fa-
cilities. She can now devote more time to her family.

Box 5 From Factory to Composting in Mirpurover 90% of the homes have linked themselves
illegally to government water supply systems.

One such project started in 1983 was the
Bank of Credit and Commerce International–
United Nations Development Programme
(bcci-undp) project for Chishti Nagar neigh-
borhood in Orangi, west of Karachi. Under this
project 500 households were connected to
sewers leading not to the natural watercourse
but to a large communal septic tank. However,
a few years ago the communal septic tank
ceased to function efficiently due to lack of
regular desludging. The sewage overflowed into
the storm water drains. Some neighborhood
lanes have disconnected their lines from the
communal septic tank and are back to dis-
charging sewage directly into the natural storm
water drains.

To overcome the sewage problems the Gov-
ernment is implementing the Greater Karachi
Sewage Plan, which will superimpose a new
sewage system on the existing one. The plan is
being heavily criticized because it does not take
into account attempts to connect the numerous
community-built sewage systems that have
been installed by ngos in the past.

Karachi’s experience demonstrates that its
sanitation problems cannot be solved as long
as community efforts in providing low-cost
sanitation are not integrated into an overall
sanitation plan for the city.

Dhaka, Bangladesh: NGO-Led Solid
Waste Composting

The more than 6 million inhabitants of
Dhaka generate over 3,000 tons of municipal
solid waste daily, yet the Dhaka City Corpora-
tion manages to collect only 42% of it
(Enayetullah 1995). The rest remains on road-
sides, in open drains, and in low-lying areas,
worsening the city’s physical environment.
The rapidly growing city would need an addi-
tional 110 hectares of landfill per year for all
the solid waste.

Recycling of solid waste has long been an
income-earning enterprise for many urban
poor. In Dhaka 15% of the recyclables, mainly
inorganic materials, are collected by some
87,000 people from the informal sector, includ-
ing waste pickers or tokai (Sinha 1993). Al-
though they extract most of the readily avail-
able material from the waste stream, consider-
able value remains in the organic portion of the
solid waste, which constitutes about 80% of to-
tal waste. Organic waste can be recycled
through composting, which not only reduces
disposal costs and prolongs the life span of dis-
posal sites, but also reduces landfills’ adverse en-
vironmental impacts. The organics are mainly
responsible for leachate contamination and
methane problems. Recycling and returning of
organic waste to the soil significantly enhances
the sustainability of urban areas. Involving the
population in composting promotes awareness
of waste resource recovery and creates jobs and
generates income.

Waste Concern, an ngo, started a community-
based decentralized composting project in
Dhaka in 1995 to explore the technical and
commercial feasibility of labor-intensive,
aerobic, decentralized composting, and to
promote the “4Rs” (reduce, reuse, recycle, and
recover waste) in urban areas. Activities include
house-to-house waste collection, decentralized
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composting of the collected waste, and market-
ing of compost and recyclables.

Waste Concern mediates with dcc and
other government agencies to provide land
and logistical support to implement the pro-
gram, as well as with the private sector to mar-
ket the recyclables and compost. The Public
Works Department (pwd) and Waste Concern
have a formal partnership agreement to imple-
ment the project. pwd has given Waste Con-
cern permission to use pwd land and provided
other logistical support such as water and elec-
tricity connections to establish community-
based composting plants. Waste Concern pro-
vides capacity building and technical assis-
tance by forming waste management commit-
tees called “green force”; establishing small-
scale composting units (1–5-ton/day capacity);
and training communities to manage, operate,
and maintain the services. For a 3-ton/day
compost plant, earnings (total income minus
operational cost) per year are approximately
$4,600 with a payback period of 23 months. Ex-
cluding the land cost, therefore, the project is
financially viable.

After Waste Concern mobilizes the commu-
nity and forms community groups, the ngo or-
ganizes training programs. Selected commu-
nity members—preferably women—undergo
hands-on training in waste separation, collec-
tion, composting, and marketing of recyclable
material and compost.

In Mirpur, Baily Road, and Green Road areas,
a community of 2,100 lower- and middle-income
households, modified rickshaw vans designed
and introduced by Waste Concern collect waste
house to house. Each van has a part-time driver
and one or two waste collectors and serves 300–
400 households. This service is self-sustaining as
households pay on average $0.18–$0.36 per
month, which covers the salary of the van drivers
and waste collectors and O&M costs, with
monthly net savings.

The collected waste is separated and sorted
at the composting plant in the community and

processed into compost using aerobic tech-
niques. About 500–600 kilograms (kg) of com-
post are produced everyday by processing 2–3
tons of solid waste from three community-based
composting plants.

Women are greatly involved in composting.
Of the 20 workers at the Mirpur composting
site, for example, 11 are female. Composting all
the organic waste in Dhaka could create jobs
for about 16,000 urban poor, especially women.
The women working in the project said that
they were satisfied with the working environ-
ment. Most said that they used to work as do-
mestic helpers or in garment factories for long
hours, low pay, and no holidays. Working in
the composting project, they receive a monthly
salary of $18.50; by selling recyclables they can
earn an extra $5.55–$7.40 per month.

A good market for compost exists in
Bangladesh. Waste Concern helps the com-
munities sell their compost to a number of
outlets such as fertilizer-marketing companies
and nurseries. Waste Concern has been selling
its compost for $0.05–$0.09 per kg and re-
cently signed a partnership agreement with
the private company Map Agro Ltd. to sell
compost to it at $0.05 per kg. Map Agro has
invested $46,300 to enrich the compost with
nutrients as required by farmers, enabling
sales up to 200–300 kilometers (km) from the
plant at $0.11–$0.15 per kg. Recently, Map
Agro requested Waste Concern to install more
community-based compost plants to meet the
growing demand for enriched compost.

The community-based decentralized com-
posting program, integrated with door-to-door
collection of solid waste, can yield appreciable
savings for municipal authorities. Waste Concern’s
model shows that only 15% of total waste has
to be transported to the landfill site.

Waste Concern’s model relies on community
mobilization and capacity building to manage
waste and ensure sustainability of the project.
Community mobilization is a long-term, time-
consuming process, requiring people to dispose
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6 The barangay is the smallest political unit in the Philippines.

of their garbage properly. After a year of commu-
nity mobilization and training, Waste Concern
hands over the project to the community but
continues to monitor it for 3 years.

Households, especially women, report that
house-to-house waste collection service is con-
venient. Some said that they could not rent out
their houses due to the large, overflowing mu-
nicipal community bins in front of them, which
smelled bad and harbored mosquitoes. The
house-to-house waste collection and resource
recovery program solved these problems. After
a few months, adjoining communities demol-
ished all the bins and people were able to rent
out their houses.

The program has significantly cleaned up
communities, created jobs for the urban poor,
reduced dcc’s waste management costs, and
created business opportunities for entrepre-
neurs. The project has become a model, which
several city governments and ngos are trying
to replicate. Cities abroad have also shown an
interest in it.

Quezon City, Philippines: Solid Waste
Management through NGOs

The experience in Quezon City (population
2.16 million, 2000), the largest city of Metro-
politan Manila,  shows that low-cost solid
waste collection using community participa-
tion can be effective. In 1996 the ngo Sagip
Pasig Movement organized the San Antonio
Environmental Council (saec) to improve
waste management in Barangay6 San Antonio
(population 23,500 in 2000). Before saec,
waste management was greatly inadequate.
Around 60% of the households are outside the
regular house-to-house route of the city
government’s solid waste collection services.
Garbage trucks were parked on main access
roads two to three blocks away as community
alleys were impassable and littered with

mounds of uncollected garbage. The area was
prone to flooding due to garbage-laden drains
and creeks and had a high incidence of dengue,
primary complex among children, and cholera.

In the 1,250-household area, primary waste
collection is now undertaken by a fleet of seven
pushcarts, four of which were given by the ngo
and three bought by saec from operational pro-
ceeds. These pushcarts are manned by “sani-
tary inspectors” (waste collectors) who go
house to house in pairs (one male and one fe-
male) to collect the waste and recyclable-filled
bags starting at 4 a.m. daily. Waste is segregated
by the households, easing retrieval of
recyclables. Once filled, the pushcarts are
brought to privately owned trucks contracted
by the city government to haul collected waste
to the dumpsite managed by the city.

Bags containing recyclables are then sorted,
grouped, and bundled or packed, before being
stored at the 32 m2 buy-back center, which was
built with external support for $12,000. Two
junkshop owners pick up the stored recyclables
once a month or when the buy-back center is
full. saec earns at least $160 a month from sell-
ing recyclables and collecting service fees and
charging $0.20 per household per week. The
sanitary inspectors collect service fees from
member households every Sunday. The collec-
tion rate is reported to be very satisfactory, with
rare cases of irregular payment.

The total revenue of about $1,160 per month
funds the salaries of the sanitary inspectors and
the maintenance of the buy-back center. Sani-
tary inspectors earn $60 per month for working
6 days a week. Most male sanitary inspectors
were once street vendors, earning $1 per night
for working more hours. Female sanitary inspec-
tors are housewives, whose earnings augment
their family’s income. Their tasks end at about
9:00 or 10:00 a.m., allowing them to do house-
work for the rest of the day.

Member households enjoy house-to-house
collection service thrice weekly, which is far better
than that provided by the city government. The
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community now has garbage-free drains, rivers,
streets, and alleys, and has become less vulnerable
to flooding, lung diseases, dengue, and cholera.

The saec experience demonstrates that public-
private-community partnerships in solid waste
management can be sustainable, appropriate, ef-
ficient, replicable, and enhance the environ-
ment. Sustainability of the initiative requires full
support from the local government, community
leaders who are committed and resourceful, a
community willing to participate and to pay for
improved services, and continued technical and
financial assistance. In the long run, new and
environment-friendly disposal facilities must be
developed, along with a more effective network
of junkshops and recyclers and a system of di-
rect buying of recyclables from households. A
market for compost products must also be ex-
panded and organic farming supported.

Hyderabad and Vijayawada, India:
Scaling Up Sanitation

Few ngo initiatives in Asia have managed
to scale up their activities beyond individual
neighborhoods or cities. Sulabh International
operates nationwide sanitation services and
has grown into a formal private operator while
retaining its ngo character. Any surplus real-
ized is invested in community initiatives. Key
factors in Sulabh International’s success in-
clude the commitment of the top leadership;
development of appropriate technology, de-
sign, and management; and a social-marketing
approach to service delivery.

Founded in 1970, Sulabh International of-
fers three types of services: construction of
twin-pit pour-flush toilets for individual house-
holds, construction and maintenance of pay
community toilets, and construction and main-
tenance of community toilets in slums and
squatter settlements with support from local
government block grants. Sulabh International
has built 1 million twin-pit pour-flush toilets
and over 4,000 multiple-seat pay toilets.

State governments have encouraged munici-
palities to provide land, utilities, and capital fi-
nance, and to collaborate with the private sector
to provide community toilets. The Municipal
Corporation of Hyderabad (population 5.2 mil-
lion, 2001) entered into a 30-year lease arrange-
ment with Sulabh International in 1986 for pay
toilets, and Vijayawada’s Municipal Corporation
(population 1 million, 2001) into a 1-year mainte-
nance agreement for subsidized toilets in slums.
In Hyderabad, the municipal government pro-
vides the land, power, and water, and also pays
for construction of the toilets. Sulabh Interna-
tional charges 20% over and above the construc-
tion cost for establishment. Maintenance costs
are borne by charging $0.02 per use of the toilet
and bath facilities except urinals, which may be
used free of charge. Poor people, the physically
handicapped, the elderly, and street children are
allowed to use the services for free.

Sulabh International appoints caretakers
for round-the-clock maintenance of the com-
munity toilets, which have a storage room
and caretaker’s living quarters. The caretaker
is responsible for the overall management of
operations, including collection of user charges,
operation of water pumps, maintenance and up-
keep of the building, procurement of chemicals
and equipment, and cleanliness.

Sulabh International staff visit the complexes
regularly to ensure proper cleanliness and super-
vise the collection of user charges. Cleanliness
and 24-hour service are highly valued by custom-
ers and are at the top of the company’s agenda.
Customer satisfaction is further enhanced
through a personal and caring approach. Sulabh
International’s activities are monitored by offi-
cials of the municipal corporation.

Since 1986 Sulabh International has con-
structed and/or maintained 58 community toi-
let complexes in Hyderabad, and 50 free-of-
charge complexes in 29 slums, the latter with
support from a municipal grant for construc-
tion and $325 per month for maintenance (ex-
cluding power and water costs, which are paid
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Pay toilets are built and maintained by Sulabh International in Hyderabad.

by the municipality). Forty of the community
complexes generate an average of $12.75 per
day (indicating over 600 users per day). The 10
complexes that do not yield any revenues are
cross-subsidized by the high-revenue units.

Sulabh International has adopted innovative
construction management practices and materi-
als to reduce long-term maintenance costs and
increase building quality. Adequate ventilation
and air circulation through open-sky areas for
lobbies and verandahs and the extensive use of
tiling motivate users to keep the toilets clean. As
a result, use of the complexes is estimated at
70%, compared to 30–40% of those not main-
tained by Sulabh International.

A recent survey (Chary, Narender, and Rao
2001) found that nearly half the users are illiter-
ate, and half earn less than the minimum wage
of $1.20 per day as petty hawkers, daily wage
manual workers, domestic helpers, rickshaw

pullers, rag pickers, and beggars. Users ex-
pressed general satisfaction with access and
cleanliness (75%) and access to water and soap
powder, with a lower satisfaction rate for the
grant-supported toilets, where Sulabh Interna-
tional appears to be less attentive. Users par-
ticularly appreciated complexes with bathing
and locker facilities, and most (75%) could pay
the $0.02 charge.

The community toilet complexes built and
maintained by Sulabh International have sig-
nificantly improved the surrounding environ-
ment. Before Sulabh International’s contract,
the toilets used to be dirty and ill-maintained,
smelly and rarely used. They also used to be
breeding places for mosquitoes and flies. The
situation has considerably improved thanks to
the company’s commitment, particularly in
public places such as markets, bus stations, and
railway stations.
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Summary of Nonnetworked and Decentralized
Service Provision

The first group of case studies shows that
the poor will pay for a reasonable, fairly priced
service, and that committed, socially oriented,
innovative service providers such as ngos can
find ways to meet the needs of the poor.

The case studies also show how nonnet-
worked and decentralized services can create
jobs and require community involvement, and
how an ngo can grow into a small or medium-
sized—albeit nonprofit—enterprise to scale up its
activities. Small-scale public-private-community
partnerships can deliver services and benefits to
the poor.

The challenge of the community-oriented, ngo
approach is to achieve long-term sustainability
and expansion. Communities can work to-
gether effectively to improve their immediate
environment but, not surprisingly, the impera-
tives of survival make it hard to maintain effi-
cient service provision over the long term.

Decentralized services have their limita-
tions. Water supply and some elements of sani-
tation require a level of networked service to
make them efficient in urban areas, usually
with a formal organization for water produc-
tion and an organized collection system (akin
to a network) for wastewater and solid waste,
having maximized on-plot and/or on-site recycling.
Network service providers should be reformed
to “break through their performance ceiling” of
limited coverage and low quality, so they can
learn from and act as partners to ngos to ex-
tend services to all the urban poor.

Breaking Through the Performance Ceiling:
Reform Public-Private Partnerships

The second group of case studies describes
larger-scale public-private partnerships de-
signed to reform services and achieve better
quality at lower prices. These are the “classic”
public-private partnerships that do not necessarily

pay specific attention to the poor but neverthe-
less benefit them. ngos or communities were
not among the stakeholders, except when they
acted as private sector substitutes, when these
partnerships were designed.

The range of case studies in the second
group is substantial, from simple service con-
tracts to major concessions. Most private op-
erators in this group reached service coverage
boundaries at some point, beyond which they
could not extend services without cooperation
of either the public sector or civil society.

Port Vila, Vanuatu: Private Solid Waste Service

Port Vila (population 32,000 in 2001) oper-
ates a sanitary landfill as well as skip and
curbside refuse collection services. The land-
fill—sited, designed, and built under the super-
vision of foreign consultants supported by for-
eign aid—has removed the poorly managed rub-
bish dumps from the urban area. Since solid
waste services are the municipality’s second-
largest generator of revenue, the landfill site was
not leased to a private operator. About $22,000
a year is earned from the gate fees of $5.80 per
trip, which is expected to increase in the coming
years. The municipality recently bought two-way
radios for the collection vehicles so that drivers
on their rounds could check with the main of-
fice for new collection sites.

The municipal council does not serve all resi-
dential areas. While some individuals throw
their household waste directly into the Bouffa
landfill, several recognized private operators in
the greater Port Vila area offer disposal services.
For example, Ifira General Services expanded its
service area recently and is willing to serve any
economically viable area. The private operators’
experience shows that well-structured and orga-
nized communities such as villages that provide
access to the area and agree to the terms of ser-
vices are the easiest to serve. One peri-urban
village, Mele, signed an agreement with Ifira to
provide garbage collection twice a week at $58
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Garbage is regularly collected at a market in Silang.

for a 6-month trial period. The vil-
lage health management commit-
tee is responsible for obtaining do-
nations from village households to
pay the monthly bill, establish col-
lection sites, and inform Ifira of
these sites.

If the Mele arrangement is suc-
cessful, the private company will
discuss with the government how to
replicate it in other informal settle-
ments. If affordability is an issue,
cost-sharing arrangements could
be an option, where the provincial
government pays half of the cost
and arranges with the community
to pay for the other half until the community
can assume total financial responsibility for the
service. This is a creative private sector ap-
proach that has potential to serve the poor, and
shows that public-private partnerships for the
poor do not preclude the use of targeted subsi-
dies to efficient operators.

Silang, Philippines: Solid Waste NGO Goes Private

In Silang (population 160,000 in 2000), 44
km south of Metro Manila, the Institute for the
Development of Educational and Ecological
Alternatives (ideas) acts like a private sector
contractor for the municipal government to
collect waste and manage the dumpsite for
about 30,000 people. The ngo collects waste for
composting and recycling twice a week, and re-
siduals once a week, enforcing the “waste segre-
gation at source” approach of the local govern-
ment through a “no segregation, no collection”
policy. ideas also undertakes information, edu-
cation, and communication campaigns, and
mobilizes communities to use their own re-
sources. Volunteer waste management teams in
low-income communities make servicing the
poor possible.

The contract commenced in 1997 for 5 years
at $3,600 per month for collection service (two

open dump trucks with crews of four and
three people) and $1,000 per month for
dumpsite management. ideas also receives
$50 per trip of a truckload of waste collected
outside the contracted coverage upon written
request from the government. In practice,
however, payment for dumpsite management
is irregular as it depends on the internal rev-
enue transfer to the local government, which
can be several months delayed.

Households do not pay service fees al-
though they were supposed to be imposed in
1999. Charges of $0.60 per month per house-
hold are planned to be imposed, but the mode
of collection remains an issue. One possibility
would be to include the charge in the water bill.

Since ideas took charge, waste brought to
the dumpsite was reduced by 30%, prolonging
the life of the site considerably. Annual in-
come from the sale of recyclables is at least
$200 from carton, hard plastic, aluminum, pa-
per, and plastic bottles. The market for other
recyclables is quite limited, and ideas is en-
countering storage problems. Around 50–80
bags of compost per month—well below the
target production of 150 bags per month—are
sold at $2.80 per 50 kg bag.

The commitment of the ngo in voluntarily go-
ing beyond the contract by conducting campaigns,
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organizing barangay and waste management
teams in poor communities, and establishing
materials-recovery facilities and the composting
plant are critical to the success of the program.
ideas’s “ngo-ness” has greatly benefited the mu-
nicipality, which still has no specialist staff re-
sponsible for solid waste management.

Karachi, Pakistan: Solid Waste Management
Contract Canceled

Of the estimated 7,000–8,000 tons of waste
generated each day in Karachi (population 14
million), only 33% reaches the three municipality-
run landfill sites; the rest is dumped into the
city’s natural drains or picked and sorted by the
informal sector. Private landlords have leased
out barren land around the landfills to garbage
pickers, who pay a fee for every truck that
dumps its garbage near their sorting area. Sev-
eral ngos have attempted to collect and recycle
waste but with limited results. The city remained
littered with garbage.

Karachi has made several unsuccessful at-
tempts since the mid-1990s to engage the private
sector in its formal waste collection, landfill site
management, and incinerator management.

In one recent attempt the municipal govern-
ment entered into a 5-year management con-
tract with a private operator, which ensures ac-
countability by requiring payment only for gar-
bage lifted. The contract was let for 5 years for
$11 million for an assumed collection of
around 300,000 tons of garbage, 74,000 tons of
debris, and 16,000 tons of desilted material
from open drains, the amounts being adjust-
able to match actual needs.

The municipal corporation leased its assets to
the private operator, and the contract covered
also limited investment. Government employees
were temporarily transferred to the enterprise,
which paid their salaries, overtime, and bonuses.
About 200 more staff members were employed,
and employees generally received more overtime
pay than under the previous public management.

The obligation of paying the daily rental to
the municipal corporation and payment of staff
salaries forced the private operator to look at
dustbins as “safe deposit lockers where cur-
rency notes are stored.” As a result, the enter-
prise entered slums and unplanned areas in
pursuit of garbage, which was not the practice
when the government was the operator.

To ensure community participation, edu-
cated citizens with a track record of public ser-
vice were asked to join a citizens supervisory
committee along with a nominated councilor
representing each of the 56 wards. Local ngos

were to be invited to join the cleanliness effort
and commence a dialogue with poor commu-
nities, especially the women and young people,
to raise awareness of their right to a healthy life.

Health inspectors routinely surveyed dust-
bin sites and joined in auditing the weigh-
bridge. Monitoring tasks were assigned to
different staff cadres to ensure universal partici-
pation of all municipal employees, supervised
by the citizens committee. The municipal cor-
poration started identifying potential waste by-
products, mobilized waste pickers at the land-
fill site, and set up a medium-term plan to auc-
tion off the right of waste picking and sorting to
a private sector operator with further rights for
recycling. The municipal Health Department’s
survey on income generation for the poor and
scavengers concluded that the estimated in-
come per person per day was $1 through the
sale of recyclables.

With the introduction of the management
contract the following major improvements
were observed:

• Budgetary expenditure was reduced by 20%.
• The frequency of lifting quadrupled.
• The quantity of waste lifted and trans-

ported to the landfill was doubled.
• Illegal dumping stopped, including lifting

of garbage from rich areas and dumping
in poor areas.

• Workers’ income doubled due to over-
time and bonuses.
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Dialogues are conducted to raise community awareness.

7 A regency is one level of government below the provincial level.

• Waste pickers’ income increased due to
the large quantities of waste available at a
single point.

• Community interest in having a clean
and healthy environment was renewed.

However, labor union leaders and workers
benefiting from stealing and selling diesel re-
sisted the public-private partnership, as did
high-level local government officials who re-
ceived a share from these illegal sales. As a re-
sult, the new public-private partnership con-
tract was canceled after just 3 weeks.

The presence of powerful “restraining” forces
in favor of the status quo in service provision
should be factored into the planning of any public-
private-community partnership to serve the poor.

The case also shows that without recogniz-
ing the crucial role of waste pickers and the re-
cycling industry, solid waste cannot be dealt
with comprehensively. By rationalizing and

regulating the waste pickers’ activities and inte-
grating them into the initiative, resistance could
have been lessened, the middlemen’s illegal in-
come eliminated, and more waste properly dis-
posed of and/or recycled.

Depok City, Indonesia: Solid Waste
Concession in a New City

Depok (population 921,464 in 1999), for-
merly part of Bogor Regency7 south of Jakarta,
was officially founded in March 1999. As a ma-
jor residential, educational, and trading and
services area, Depok is one of Jakarta’s “sup-
porting” cities.

Except in Jakarta, large-scale private sector
participation in urban services is a very recent
phenomenon in Indonesia. The first competi-
tively awarded water concession was signed in
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early 2001, and the 2001 solid waste concession
in Depok is also a first for the country.

In 1999 solid waste management in Depok
covered about 27% of the total solid waste gen-
erated. A number of private operators were also
engaged in solid waste and sanitation services,
particularly in the new residential compounds.
However, these operators would throw the
waste in any open space, creating public health
problems. Wastewater management covered a
mere 6% in 1998/99. The low service level was
mainly due to the absence of a wastewater treat-
ment plant and inefficiency of truck operations.
Future demand for solid waste and wastewater
management is projected to reach 80% and 40%
by 2010.

Effective in September 2001, the winning
bidder of the 10-year solid waste concession in
Depok, Pt. Prima Mulia Mandiri Lestari
(pmml), agreed to undertake most of the opera-
tional functions of waste management previ-
ously performed by the local government. The
company was asked to clean and collect solid
waste from public roads, residential and com-
mercial areas, public parks, and other public fa-
cilities to the temporary or final disposal site;
transport all solid waste collected from the tem-
porary to the final disposal site; and recycle and
compost to the extent possible to prolong the
lifespan of the final disposal site.

pmml has proposed the “3R” program—reuse,
reduce, recycle—that will involve the urban poor in
recycling and composting. pmml wants to engage a
number of key players in a more formalized manner
than under the public management:

• Pemulung (scavengers). As the front-liners
of the program, they play a key role in re-
ducing the solid waste to be disposed.
Numbering about 170, scavengers are
mostly poor people from villages close to
the final and temporary disposal sites.

• Lapak (purchasers). They buy the col-
lected waste from the scavengers and sell it
to the middlemen. The purchasers are usu-
ally also the coordinators of the scavengers.

In the long term, when lapak have
scaled up their business, they can deal
directly with industries without the help
of middlemen.

• Makelar (middlemen). They act as bridg-
ing partners for the scavengers in market-
ing the collected waste. They play an im-
portant role when industries need a sig-
nificant amount of recycled waste that
cannot be accommodated by the lapak.

• Industries. As the users of recycled waste,
industries bear a crucial function in the
cycle. Being able to tap them assures a
sustainable solid waste recycling program.

• Poor people. pmml also intends to em-
ploy poor people from the surrounding
villages for composting once the most
appropriate composting technique has
been established.

pmml intends to sign partnership agree-
ments that preserve its overall mandate and
authority while giving small-scale contractors
the right to continue operating in areas previ-
ously secured by them. The same type of part-
nership agreements will be applied to ngos and
cbos that are interested in joining.

Phan Rang-Thap Cham, Viet Nam:
First Local Water Concession

Until recently, only 40–50% of the urban
population of Ninh Thuan Province, central
Viet Nam, had access to piped water. Almost
none of the smaller wards of Phan Rang-Thap
Cham town have piped water, relying instead
on untreated water collected from shallow dug
wells and distributed directly to consumers by
private water trucks at high cost.

The first successful local private water supply
project is the Dong My Hai Water Supply Enter-
prise. Established in 1993 with 100% private in-
vestment, the enterprise serves 30,000 inhabit-
ants in Dong Hai and My Hai wards, with a pro-
duction capacity of 1 million liters per day (mld).
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The company invested $230,000 from its own
sources and from a high-interest loan from state
and private sources. To decrease the owner’s
high-interest borrowing needs, the enterprise
collected advance payment from households
that would use the water supply system, signifi-
cantly reducing the cost of water supply. After 3
months of operation, the advance payments
were returned to the households. However, in
1994–1995, the owner had to take out another
6-month loan of $15,400 at an interest of 2.50–
2.55% per month.

After operating for 3 years, Dong My Hai
Enterprise has become profitable. It contrib-
utes to the government budget, pays regulated
salaries, implements a reward system, and pro-
vides social security and health insurance for its
staff and employees. Except for company in-
come tax, the enterprise pays all taxes just as
any other private enterprise, including real es-
tate, patent, and value-added tax (5%). Capital
is reinvested to improve the water treatment
plant and expand the water supply network to
decrease the service cost.

Dong My Hai Enterprise has significantly
improved service efficiency and responsive-
ness. Unaccounted-for water is now only 20%
compared with 40% for the public water sup-
ply company, and it takes only 5 days to install
a new water connection, compared to 15 days
for the public company.

Building the water supply system was easier
than setting up its O&M. Customers had to buy
water meters themselves while the company
helped install them. However, because many
meters were of low quality, they were often out
of order, causing the enterprise technicians to
spend much time on repair. As a result, the
company changed its policy and is now respon-
sible for installing pipelines and purchasing
and installing water meters.

At first the People’s Committee was respon-
sible for water delivery to individual families
and collection of the monthly dues. However,
because water consumption remained low and

water losses high, the water distribution system
was returned to the private enterprise to supply
water directly to the customers, who paid di-
rectly to the private enterprise.

By April 2001 Dong My Hai was supplying
water to around 6,000 families through a net-
work of 12 km and 500 water meters. Up to 12
families use one water meter to avoid water loss.
Customer groups say that during the last 7 years
the company has fully satisfied the demand for
potable water, and diseases have declined sig-
nificantly. However, the cost of water at $0.46
per m3 was considered high compared to house-
hold incomes of $35–$50 per month.

Dong My Hai demonstrates that conven-
tional private enterprises can serve the poor even
in small towns and without external support.
However, a number of factors—high-interest
rates, no legal framework, lack of government
support—make these operations quite risky and
will, therefore, only be undertaken by a few com-
mitted entrepreneurs.

Phnom Penh and Small Towns, Cambodia:
Unregulated Water Concessions

Cambodia is remarkable because of the
number of private initiatives that have sprung
up in urban and rural areas, encouraged by the
weakness of public utilities and the absence of
stringent regulations. Outside Phnom Penh
and Sihanoukville, almost all new water supply
network investments have been made by local
private investors, ranging from $900,000 for
Banteay Meanchey (population 100,000 in
2000) to a few thousand dollars for villages of a
few hundred families.

In 1997 and 1998 four private companies
were granted concession rights for water supply
in Banteay Meanchey, Kampong Speu, Kandal,
and Takeo. Except in Kandal,  where the private
sector operates in peri-urban areas and the
public utility supplies the town core area, the
private sector is the sole manager of the water
supply networks.
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In Battambang, Proeuk Phone, who is disabled, rented a pumping facility and tanks from the government 6 years
ago. He pumps water from the river, adds a bit of alum to the water, and supplies six small tankers that belong to

small-scale independent businessmen. The rental cost is from $40 during the rainy season to $80 during the dry
season. Proeuk Phone sells water at $0.31 per m3 to tankers that sell home-delivered water for about $0.50 per
m3. For poor people who cannot afford home delivery by tanker, he rents out 200-liter pushcarts for $0.13 per trip,
which corresponds to $0.66 per m3. Around 30 families get their water this way.

In another district, a teacher, Ung Ratana, manages a family business started 18 years ago. He pumps water
from the river and adds a bit of alum to the water in the tower built as a family investment. He provides water to
end-users on request. He has an old 3,000-liter tanker. He sells one tanker of water for $0.43 per m3. During the
rainy season, he sells 2–5 tankers per day; during the dry season, up to 30 tankers per day. He is confident that
even if the network were expanded to cover the whole town, he would still be able to stay in business as the con-
nection fee is unaffordable for poor households.

In Takeo, Heng Sina has a small grocery shop close to the main road. Before getting connected to the water net-
work, she fetched her water from the pond in the school area close to her shop. When the water main was installed in
front of her shop, she paid the connection fee to get water at home. A few neighbors asked her to retail water to them
because they could not afford the connection fee. She bought a 200-liter pushcart that they could use to get water and
charged them $0.20 for a full pushcart. Before the network was in place, the same amount of raw water from the lake
cost $0.13, and water drawn from a well and brought home was $0.39. Heng Sina now has 20 customers, 5 of whom
could be connected to the network, while the others live too far away. One former customer is now connected to the
network. The average consumption is around 20 liters per capita per day. The daily turnover is from $0.52 during the
rainy season to  $1.85 during the dry season. She gets a monthly profit of $9–$30, although she maintains that hers
is a social welfare approach.

Box 6 Low-Cost Solutions for the Poor

Concession rights were usually granted
without an appropriate bidding procedure, re-
sulting in different privatization processes in
different towns. The license renewal procedure
is not clearly defined but is directly linked to
private companies abiding by the main clauses
in their contract on water quality and tariffs.
The Government sees no need to add specific
provisions to encourage service access for all
because it assumes that the private sector auto-
matically wants to sell water to the greatest
number of people. So far, private investors have
understandably established their networks in
the most densely populated urban and com-
mercial neighborhoods, where the investment
required is lowest and consumption highest.

Various studies indicate that the main obstacle
to connection is the high fee. In Battambang,
where private investors have been granted a 10-
year concession for low-consumption peri-urban

areas, the company allows payment of the con-
nection fee by installments over a period of up
to 24 months. However, the basic cost of con-
nection remains high at $40–$50—compared to
$55 charged by the downtown public network
utilities—when the technical quality is more
like that of rural small-scale piped systems that
charge $10–$15 for connections.

In provincial town networks, where the
coverage remains low and connection fees
high, some consumers, usually shopkeepers,
sell water to neighborhood families who can-
not afford the connection fees or live too far
away from the networks. At the same time, the
informal private sector in peri-urban areas,
small towns, and rural villages has developed
technical approaches (low-cost connection, jar
filling) and commercial ones (easy terms for
connection cost, pushcart renting) suited to
these communities.
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As Cambodia rebuilds itself, the local private
sector focuses on projects with quick cost recov-
ery by serving the high-income households first.
The Government should ensure that service
coverage is equitable by regulating national
contractors in small cities and foreign operators
in metropolitan cities.

Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia: Water Concession

Kota Kinabalu (population 354,000 in 2000),
which has little urban poverty (3.4% in 1999),
privatized its water supply in 1993 to make pub-
lic services efficient and productive and to gen-
erate revenue from state assets. The concession-
aire, Jetama Sdn. Berhad (Ondeo Services),
took over the State Water Department’s func-
tions of operating water production and trans-
mission facilities for Kota Kinabalu and three
adjoining municipalities, and employed 120 wa-
ter department staff members.

The 20-year concession agreement requires
the Government to pay for construction through
a monthly fixed fee. The other component, the
variable fee, is charged according to the volume
of treated water supplied.

Jetama and its partner, Corporate Dynamics,
have refurbished five treatment plants and built
a dam. Refurbishment works included basic
health and safety procedures and working prac-
tices. Raising water quality to who standards,
the concessionaires also take water samples for
periodic quality testing by the privatized compa-
nies as well as the Department of Environment.

Increased water production has increased
water pressure, allowing water to be piped di-
rectly to houses in squatter areas and making
collection from water points unnecessary. Al-
though most of the squatter in-house connec-
tions are illegal, the State Water Department has
“turned a blind eye” and is slow to cut them as
the Government’s policy is to ensure a rising
standard of living for the whole population. The
result is that private sector involvement has im-
proved service for everyone, including the poor.

Malacca, Malaysia: Sewerage
Concession Difficulties

The Indah Water Konsortium (iwk) was
awarded the private concession to overhaul
Malaysia’s aging sewerage system and to oper-
ate it for 28 years at a cost of $2.4 billion. The
concession covered the planning, design, con-
struction, and O&M of the sewerage system in
43 cities and major towns, taking over the sew-
erage functions from 144 local authorities to
modernize, extend, or build facilities. A large
part of investment funding was to come from
revenue. The two original contractors were
North West Water International (United King-
dom [UK]) and the locally based Berjaya Cor-
poration Berhad.

In 1996 local services were transferred com-
pletely to iwk, which took over 5,500 sewerage
treatment plants connected by more than 7,500
km of pipelines throughout Malaysia. The com-
pany has also spent $71 million to build new
sewerage infrastructure nationwide. The over-
all plan is to develop an improved, multipoint
system nationwide rather than an integrated
system. A local newspaper reported that iwk is
faced with the task of refurbishing another
2,700 plants by 2002 at the cost of $395 million.
Another $4.5 billion is being spent to build new
treatment plants in Penang, Langkawi, Labuan,
and Kuala Lumpur, and to add new sewer lines,
improve existing systems, and increase staff
strength. iwk serves 11 million users.

The sewerage system is buckling under the
pressure of rapid development, which has sur-
passed the National Sewerage Master Plan’s 1979
projections. To keep the sewerage system run-
ning, iwk needs money and human resources.
However, over the last 4 years, iwk has found it-
self the subject of countless public complaints
against its charges and unsatisfactory service as
well as of lawsuits for polluting waterways.

iwk’s plan to upgrade sewerage treatment
plants inherited from local authorities has
stalled. The Government is now demanding
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that iwk review its charges a second time to fur-
ther reduce them. iwk’s new management team
faces the insurmountable task of balancing es-
calating costs of upgrading while earning less
revenue. The Government has extended a $118
million long-term loan to iwk.

iwk is likely to reduce its commercial charges
by 30–40% while its 28-year concession period to
upgrade the sewerage system nationwide may be
extended for at least another 10 years.

The National Economic Action Council
(neac) has recommended that local authorities
give rebates on sewerage costs from assessment
rates once iwk takes over. neac also said that
iwk should offer reasonable rates to encourage
customers to use its services.

Some problems that iwk faces are the following:
• lack of communication with the local

councils when taking over, with customers
unsure of where to address their problems;

• failure to desludge individual septic tanks
annually as promised (of the 37,000 tanks
in one state, only 23,000 had been emp-
tied since 1994);

• failure to submit to the Government a de-
tailed schedule of rates for households to
clear up public confusion;

• continuous dumping of sludge into
ponds, having failed to build permanent
treatment facilities;

• failure to submit applications to the Gov-
ernment to apply for land on which to
build infrastructure such as central treat-
ment plants; and

• being charged in Sessions Court for dis-
charging effluents above the prescribed
level and without a license.

These and other problems have lost iwk its
concession. iwk’s main problem was monetary.
The company had invested in refurbishment and
new works, along with new technology and an
extensive management team, to be paid for by
revenue. However, customers felt that they were
already paying for this service through household

assessments by the local council and did not
feel that they should pay more to a concession-
aire that should be receiving its revenue from a
portion of the assessment. These users were
around 1.2 million householders who claim
that they had no contract with iwk and, there-
fore, were not obliged to comply.

In February 2001 the Government finalized
plans to take full control of the ailing iwk to
tackle its $184 million debt. Under state control,
the chances of iwk receiving external loans are
boosted. The finance minister said that iwk
would be placed under the Ministry of Finance.
The Government reportedly paid $53 million to
take over iwk, which marked the first about-face
in the Government’s privatization program.

Reform through private sector involvement
does not guarantee success, even in middle-income
countries. Reform has to be continuously sup-
ported after privatization as private operators
have to be able to make some level of profit.
The Government cannot expect improved
quality of universal service if the required mas-
sive investments cannot be financed by a trans-
parent revenue stream, especially for expensive
sewerage and wastewater treatment, the deluxe
version of sanitation.

Port Vila, Vanuatu: Water Concession
with Pro-Poor Elements

In Port Vila the most vulnerable of the ur-
ban poor reside in overcrowded, informal, im-
permanent housing on the city periphery,
where conflicts over landownership beyond the
municipal boundary constrain the introduction
of services. Water supply in many areas com-
prises hand-dug wells and shallow bores. Sani-
tation worsens as the population grows.

In 1994 Union Electrique du Vanuatu
(unelco, a subsidiary of Ondeo Services)
signed a 40-year concession contract to supply
water and electricity to Port Vila. An invest-
ment of $11.6 million was anticipated over the
life of the contract, with $580,000 per year for
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Winnie Maki moved to Blacksands in 1993 with her husband and three children. The family owns a little shop
attached to the side of their temporary home and sells tinned items to other residents in the settlement. The

family moved to Blacksands from a neighboring informal settlement as they heard that the customary landowner
was renting plots of land. Winnie said: “There was no water at Manples and when it rained there was too much soft
mud. We moved to Blacksands as the landlord offered better rental terms and we had easier access to water.”
Winnie’s husband, Moses, first cleared a plot of land and dug a well to ensure that the family had a sufficient water
supply for cooking, drinking, bathing, and laundry purposes.

As Seventh Day Adventists, the family is very conscious of personal cleanliness. Over the years, the family has
saved enough money to cement the floor of their ablution area and even purchased a porcelain toilet bowl and
constructed a cement septic tank in anticipation of receiving piped water. At the moment they have built a separate
outhouse for the toilet and use a bucket of water that is filled from an old oil drum (that collects rainwater) to “flush”
the toilet.

The family would like to invest further in their home but are reluctant to do so in the absence of security of
tenure. They are concerned about the deteriorating condition of the water and believe that it is the cause of itchy
skin and sore stomachs after a heavy rainfall. They believe that having access to tap water would make their life
easier and save time on general household tasks such as cooking, bathing, and laundry. In the meantime, the fam-
ily looks to their church to assist them in accessing basic services and expressed despondence at their neighbors’
lack of willingness to work together for a common good.

“We have many needs but the first is to have a better water supply. The water is okay at the moment but I am
worried that the toilets are too close to the wells and there are too many people here.”

Box 7 Water Quality Concerns in Blacksands

the first 5 years. The concession is to provide a
self-regulatory system in which the Government
monitors the concessionaire’s activities and facili-
tates access to new areas. A structured fixed-tariff
system was established to enable affordable rates
for all types of consumers. For low-income areas,
the $0.20 per m3 paid by existing consumers is
transferred into a special fund to finance free-of-
charge connections. Residents, however, will still
have to pay the quarterly consumption bill.

The company provides annual financial re-
ports and investment plans for 5-year periods
to the Government for approval. unelco has
improved the water supply network and ex-
tended uninterrupted, affordable water services
to many residential areas and nearby villages.

Before the contract, water supply was often
interrupted. Now water is available 24 hours a
day, with unaccounted-for water reduced from
50% to 23%. The water tariff for the first 50 m3

per month was reduced to $0.58 per m3 from
$0.75 per m3. Annual losses of up to $440,000

in 1991 have been turned into a reported sur-
plus of $12,000 in 2000. The project is success-
ful because of the concessionaire’s pro-poor
approach, which involves network expan-
sion, multiple service levels, cross-subsidized
connection fees, government commitment,
strong community leadership, and the recipient
communities’ active participation and aware-
ness through consultation.

However, replicating the success stories in
other vulnerable communities will require
more efforts by the parties and, perhaps, cus-
tomary landowning groups and ngos serving
as intermediaries between the Government
and operator.

The concessionaire would like the Govern-
ment to make the service environment more
transparent and accountable. New develop-
ments can be accelerated by third parties such
as development agencies while promoting an
integrated approach to serving the poor. Com-
munities must be more proactive and socially
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A typical well in Blacksands, Port Villa.

organized to access essential services as an ab-
sence of community cohesiveness deters in-
vestment in the area.

Private sector involvement is working well
in this small urban center: water (groundwater
not requiring treatment) is inexpensive, tariffs
are higher than in other Asian cities, and the
existing wide service coverage makes free con-
nections for the poor affordable.

Olongapo, Philippines: Small-Town
Water Concession

Olongapo (population 195,000 in 2000) is a
good, if rare, example of a new public-private
partnership in a small town. Private involve-
ment in secondary towns is not common yet,
but Olongapo is financially viable because of its

link with the adjoining Subic Bay Freeport, a
former United States (US) naval base.

Subic Water and Sewerage Company Inc.
(Subicwater) was granted the first major contract
in the area in 1997. The 25-year build-rehabilitate-
lease-operate-and-transfer franchise agreement
is essentially a concession and covers water
and sanitation services for the Freeport and
Olongapo. Subicwater is a joint venture of
Biwater International (UK, with equity partici-
pation of 30%), the local construction firm DM
Consunji (40%), Subic Bay Metropolitan Area
(sbma) (20%), and Olongapo City Water Dis-
trict (ocwd) (10%). The international and local
private partners contributed cash while the
public partners contributed assets as their eq-
uity. sbma initially served as the regulator to
conduct annual tariff reviews and to monitor
Subicwater’s performance, even though it has a
direct stake in Subicwater. Because sbma fo-
cused on the Freeport, serving the poor in
Olongapo was not high on its agenda.

As of February 2001 connections in the city
had increased by over 10%, water production by
over 44%, and 96% of those connected received
24-hour supply against 40% before privatization.
The quality of drinking water, which was a ma-
jor concern of households before the takeover,
has improved from below to above standard.
Water pressure, which had been virtually zero in
many parts of the city, is now 5–40 m, making
booster pumps obsolete. Household tariffs in-
creased from $0.12 per m3 in 1997 to $0.20 per
m3, after a delayed price rise, in July 2000. In the
Freeport, tariffs have increased by much more—
after some opposition—to $0.58 per m3 follow-
ing a more accurate assessment of costs.

As with a number of concession contracts
in Southeast Asia, the full benefits of private
sector participation have not yet been realized
because of inadequate regulation. Subicwater’s
protracted battles over tariff increases curtailed
investment and finally prompted the creation
of the Subic Bay Water Regulatory Board in
October 2000. The board is drafting its own
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rules of operation, with priority given to ensur-
ing independence. Subicwater is hopeful that
the new regulatory office will minimize politi-
cal interference as sbma did.

Although never a performance target, service
to the poor improved. In small cities like
Olongapo, the poor live among the better-off
households, often buying water at inflated cost
from neighbors. However, most disadvantaged
households are located along riverbanks and on
hillsides surrounding the city. These households
source their water from springs or shallow wells
and have practically no sanitation facilities.

Subicwater operates in 6 of the 12 identified
disadvantaged areas, which have about 1,400
households, either providing water directly
through individual household connections or
indirectly through households selling piped
water to their neighbors. Before privatization
some free delivery points at the gate of the
Freeport partly served the water needs of
households in Olongapo. After privatization,
this service was replaced by household connec-
tions except for one public faucet.

In Kalaklan Point, a unicef project had ear-
lier provided hand-pumped springs to serve
about 100 households, although they had re-
quested connections and indicated a high will-
ingness to pay even before Subicwater started
operating. Some families are already enjoying
household connections while others continue
to use the unicef hand-pumped springs. In
Gordon Heights, another site with poor fami-
lies, water pressure was said to be low and
available only at night due to the topography.
However, water was always available from lo-
cal springs and so few households were will-
ing to connect before privatization. A recent
survey by the city indicates that residents of
some areas in Gordon Heights are still depen-
dent on deep wells and springs. However, in-
terest in connections appears to be rising as
evidenced by the February 1999 petition of
residents to Subicwater to extend the piped
service to their area. Subicwater has proposed

an expansion program to lay secondary water
pipelines in elevated areas.

Unlike Metro Manila providers, Subicwater
has not extended concessions to poor families,
such as relaxed or waived application require-
ments or flexible payment terms for connection
fees. The local government claims that disad-
vantaged families can negotiate the connection
fee with Subicwater. However, the city recog-
nizes the need to raise this issue to the regula-
tory body through the city representative.

Disadvantaged groups such as the Kalaklan
River squatters now have reliable and good-
quality water thanks to the installation of piped
connections in lower Kalaklan. Barangay offi-
cials facilitated the connection upon the re-
quest of their constituents. However, a number
of relatively poor households such as those
along a riverbank in Upper Kalaklan are still in-
terested in connection but have not heard any-
thing about the application they submitted sev-
eral months ago. They seem to have given up
hope of getting a connection, and some have
started to spend the money they had reserved
for the connection fee.

The case of Subicwater shows that interna-
tional water companies can be interested in serv-
ing small cities, in particular those adjacent to
economic or industrial and/or commercial zones.
Subicwater is able to deliver water to some house-
holds (generally those that can afford the connec-
tion fee) in poor communities through its regular
connection program, either directly through a
household connection or indirectly through re-
selling from the connected households.

Subicwater appears to be trying to provide
connections to those living on higher land or
hillsides. However, a number of those who had
indicated an interest in connection backed out
after pipes were laid, making the investment
more difficult to recover or less profitable for the
private operator. One community leader, who
represents about 25 households, said they ap-
plied for a connection but that they were asked
to pay $150 for the extra pipes. The assistance of
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Trucks line up at a water station in Jakarta.

barangay officials is necessary to connect these
households, either by contributing part of the
connection expense or by sourcing funds for the
additional connection cost. Development funds
of the district congressman or even the mayor can
be tapped to make the connection affordable.

Progress is being made in serving the poor,
almost by default, in a city with relatively high
coverage. For other secondary cities, especially
where coverage is still low, contracts should
pay attention to serving the poor and establish-
ing a regulator to ensure coverage.

Jakarta, Indonesia: Water Concessions

Jakarta had a population of over 11 million
in 2000. In 1996 water service coverage in
Jakarta was only 41%, nonrevenue water stood
at 57%, and groundwater was used excessively.
pam Jaya, the public agency responsible for wa-
ter supply provision, was heavily subsidized by

the Government. In 1997 pam Jaya entered into
concession agreements with two service provid-
ers: PT Palyja (Ondeo Services) for the western
part, and PT Thames pam Jaya (Thames rwe) for
the eastern part of the metropolis. The service
providers have the exclusive right to provide
water and are obligated to provide, improve, and
expand water supply. The contracts specify ser-
vice coverage targets at 75% in year 10, and uni-
versal service coverage of 98% in year 20.

Due to the Asian financial crisis, the Gov-
ernment restricted tariff increases to protect
consumers. However, the concessionaires are
paid an unrelated charge that can be increased
based on inflation indexes, leading to an ever
increasing deficit for pam Jaya, which was $3.5
million by the end of 2000.

The contracts specify service coverage tar-
gets at 75% in year 10 and universal service
coverage of 98% in year 20. The concession
agreements do not include specific provisions
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A group of poor people without water connections in Kebon Baru subdistrict in South Jakarta said that all houses
use shallow wells as the main water source and that the quality of water varies from clean to turbid, foamy, and

smelly. Not all houses have septic tanks and some use drainage to dispose of domestic waste. The water may be con-
taminated with sewage from septic tanks because the wells are only 4–5 meters (m) from the septic tanks. Some of the
wells do not produce water during the dry season, and the dwellers have to rely on their neighbors to get water.

Demand for connections to the water supply network exists. However, at $2 per month, they are not affordable
for group members, who earn about $40–$50 per month. One member reported that he asked for a connection
about 8 years ago. PAM Jaya asked him to participate in contributing a 6 m pipe to get connected to his house
because the company allocated only a standard length of pipe to make a connection. Since he could not afford to
provide such a pipe, he did not get a connection.

Another member said that he requested an in-house connection a long time ago but the water supply company
did not respond.  He was not aware that international service providers have taken over the management of
Jakarta’s water supply. Others said that they wanted to get connected but complained that the connection fee was
high. All participants relied on shallow wells but only 40% of the water is of good quality.

 A visit to public standpipes in Penjaringan Subdistrict, North Jakarta, revealed similar conditions: the houses
and the pathways are narrow, and because the subdistrict is near the sea with no sewerage, the groundwater is
saline and smells bad.

 Box 8 No Water Connections in Kebon Baru

to serve the urban poor as universal coverage
and service standards are applicable to all con-
sumers. However, cross-subsidies that benefit
the poor were introduced at various stages of
the concession period. For example, tariffs for
low-income customers in group 1 (religious fa-
cilities, charities, and public hydrants) are a flat
rate of $0.04 per m3. Tariffs for group 2 (hospi-
tals, very modest houses, water trucks, water
terminals, and very modest apartments) are
subsidized and set at $0.04 per m3 for the first
two blocks of consumption, and $0.08 per m3

for consumption over 20 m3.
Low tariffs and connection charges should

be affordable for the urban poor. However, in
the absence of a distribution network, even at
these rates the poor cannot connect, especially
since they must shoulder the costs for extend-
ing pipes. The poor thus get water from shallow
wells, public standpipes, or water tankers. Be-
cause Jakarta is densely populated, wells are of-
ten close to septic tanks, which makes the wa-
ter unsafe for domestic consumption. Indus-
trial wastes containing heavy metals also
worsen the groundwater quality.

Attempts have been made to install public
standpipes in advance of distribution pipes.
One standpipe usually serves around 250
people. Public stand posts are charged $0.04
per m3 but most poor consumers pay at least
$0.25 per m3 for water bought directly from
stand posts and $2.50 per m3 for water deliv-
ered to homes. Water terminals are also used in
areas without a network. Water is sold at $0.04
per m3 to the tanker drivers, who on-sell at
$1.50 per m3 directly to consumers. Vendors
carry 20-liter containers of water by handcart to
consumers and charge $5 per m3. The poor,
therefore, pay 6–125 times more per m3 than
regular and connected consumers.

The two concessionaires have started efforts
to serve the poor. Connecting them is expen-
sive because of the relatively high technical
standards specified in the concession agree-
ments to ensure that the quality of water deliv-
ered to any consumer reaches potability by the
end of year 10.

In West Jakarta, Palyja extended the distribu-
tion network to low-income areas, charging a
connection fee that can be paid in 12 installments
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of $0.71. With a consumption of 20 m3 per
month, the average bill, including connection
fee installment and other fixed charges, is
around $1.50 a month. The number of poor
people served in West Jakarta has increased by
143%, from 72,816 in February 1998 to 177,164
in December 2000. In East Jakarta, Thames
pam Jaya received a $100,000 grant from
Thames Water in 1998 to supply water to
Marunda, a poor community. In cooperation
with the Government, which provided techni-
cal assistance, the program laid over 5 km of
pipe. Thames pam Jaya reported that, after the
pipe extension, 490 new consumers were con-
nected free of charge; they only needed to de-
posit $2.50 as a guarantee. Consumption in-
creased 12–15 times while the monthly bill has
been reduced to about one third of what con-
sumers paid previously to water vendors.

One woman said that she opened a small
kiosk in her home, selling ice cubes. An-
other opened a boarding house. The income
these residents earned was greater than the
cost of water.

However, generally network expansion oc-
curs only in a few isolated cases, with little ef-
fort to expand these pilots beyond a few neigh-
borhoods. Progress in serving the poor was
limited by the less-than-transparent awarding
of these private contracts; the ongoing anxieties
of some staff and trade unions; and the lack of
a regulatory framework and any link between
tariffs, revenue collected, and charges levied by
the private contractors.

Summary of Reform through
Public-Private Partnerships

The second set of case studies shows that
while reform can lead to better services for the
urban poor, improvement is not guaranteed and
depends greatly on the private operator’s willing-
ness to take universal service coverage seriously.
However, some concessionaires, such as in Port
Vila, Olongapo, and, to a certain extent, Jakarta,

have demonstrated a progressive pro-poor
approach developed by learning on the job,
which should be supported by governments.
Governments need to recognize that service cov-
erage extension requires specific attention early
on in contractual arrangements, and that the
private sector is not willing or able to solve the
problems of unserved areas on its own.

Efficiency and Participatory Development:
Public-Private-Community Partnerships

The final set of case studies shows how the ap-
proaches of the previous two sets can be com-
bined into genuine public-private-community
partnerships, with active interaction and coop-
eration of all partners. Combining “mechanistic”
and “organic” elements, these partnerships are
still quite rare, with only one notable example so
far: Metro Manila, Philippines. Other regions,
particularly Latin America, have a few more ex-
amples, with one—Buenos Aires—described in
Appendix 1. These pilot cases may show other
cities how to move beyond the service bound-
aries and incorporate poor neighborhoods into
mainstream urban services.

Metro Manila, Philippines: Water Concessions

A recent survey (nscb 2000) reports that of
the estimated 9.9 million people in Metro Ma-
nila, around 275,000 families are poor; often
squat on vacant private or public lots that are
isolated, dangerous, or unhealthy; and lack ac-
cess to basic infrastructure and formal service
provision. Criminal gangs and profiteers sell
low-quality water bought from water vendors
who source it legally or illegally from the water
mains or from private wells. The water is sev-
eral times more expensive than the publicly
provided water and can cost poor households
up to 12% of their total income (David and
Inocencio 1996).

The Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewer-
age System (mwss) was privatized in August
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In the past, Barangay Parola was served by one pub-
lic faucet managed by the barangay chair. Thirty-

two subconnections to the public faucet were made,
each operated by a water tender selected by the
barangay chair. The water tenders were responsible
for manning the subconnections and collecting
money from residents who bought water from them.
From their collection, the water tenders were sup-
posed to remit a quota of $67 per week to the chair.
To meet the quota, they had to sell water at a price
higher than the authorized rate of $0.005 per 20-liter
container. The chair collected close to $10,000 per
month but did not pay Maynilad Water Services for
the water consumption from the public faucet. Unpaid
water bills eventually reached about $47,000 and
prompted Maynilad to disconnect the public faucet in
late 2000. The Legal Department of Maynilad subse-
quently filed a case against the chair. As an interim
solution, Maynilad entered into a contract with three
CBOs to temporarily manage these faucets.

Box 9 Water Theft in Barangay Parola1997 to solve the following problems: a slow
procurement system adversely affecting opera-
tions and performance; downsizing difficulties
caused by political appointees, leading to inef-
ficient operations; uncompetitive salaries, mak-
ing it difficult to attract good people; and fi-
nancing difficulties, severely limiting improve-
ment of services (Lazaro 1997).

To promote competition, two 25-year con-
cession agreements were signed with two con-
cessionaires to handle the east and west zones
of Metro Manila. The bidding process resulted
in Ayala and International Water (Manila Wa-
ter Company) winning the concession for the
east zone with a bid of $0.046 per m3, and
Benpres and Ondeo (Maynilad Water Services)
with a bid of $0.10 per m3 winning the conces-
sion for the west zone. These bid prices were
low compared to the earlier price of $0.13 per
m3, which was raised to $0.17 per m3 a few
months before the bidding.

A residual mwss and its board remain to
carry out limited management and facilitation
roles, and a separate regulatory office—albeit
supervised by the same board—was established
to monitor and enforce compliance by the con-
cessionaires and implement rate adjustments.

The concessionaires are required to expand
water service coverage to 77% in the east zone
and 87% in the west zone by 2001, and to 95%
and 98% by 2021. They are also required to
provide 24-hour water supply to all connec-
tions by mid-2000 and to guarantee pressure for
all connections by 2007.

The concessions have significantly im-
proved water supply. Maynilad has installed
105,000 new connections, for a total of 571,364
connections by December 2000 (Maynilad
2001). Manila Water has made 37,391 new
service connections or an equivalent of
51,436 household connections, bringing total
connections to 339,491 or 408,894 household
connections. The concessionaires have not
reached their target of 24-hour supply for
all connections by mid-2000, citing delays

in the mwss water supply projects as the
major constraint.

The ratio of staff per 1,000 connections de-
clined from 9.8 in 1995 to 4.3 for Maynilad and
4.5 for Manila Water as of the last quarter of
2000. Nonrevenue water in 1996 was at 61%,
due mainly to leaks, illegal connections, meter-
ing inaccuracies, and nonpaying connections.
Manila Water’s nonrevenue water was down to
45% in the last quarter of 2000. However,
Maynilad’s increased to 65% in 1997 and was
hovering at about 64–67% as of 2000.

The trends in financial performance of both
concessionaires appear consistent with the
general perception that Manila Water was ini-
tially financially in trouble because its bid was
too low. Manila Water has since recovered
while Maynilad, responsible for 90% of the out-
standing mwss debt amortization, has run into
significant financial problems due to the de-
valuation of the currency. Maynilad declared a
suspension of payment of its concession fees in
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Women members of a block leaders’ group of
Liwanag Area, Quezon City, which is con-

nected to Manila Water, expressed their apprecia-
tion for the water supply project. Aside from the sub-
stantially reduced water expenses, the group men-
tioned other benefits such as more time for other
household chores and even leisure such as going to
the malls; no more stress from queuing (where rows
often occurred when others did not follow the
queues) and waiting for water to become available;
no more waking up at 3:00 a.m. to queue; more
money for other household needs; and the addi-
tional luxury of taking a shower because of in-
creased water pressure.

Most households were willing to connect and
pay the connection fees and spend more to install
individual submeters even if it meant borrowing
from the informal credit market at an interest rate
of 20% per month. To minimize project cost, the
community coordinated and organized their efforts
and contributed their labor—men, women, and
children—in digging and filling, laying the pipes,
and cementing the surface to avoid illegal tapping
and protect the pipes. The project, which provided
water to initially about 250 families, was com-
pleted in just 2 days.

Box 10 Group Taps in Liwanag Areaearly March 2001 and successfully negotiated
an amendment to the concession agreement,
allowing the concession to increase basic water
rates by $0.08 per m3 to cover foreign exchange
losses amounting to $53 million. Manila Water
has filed a corresponding petition and was al-
lowed to increase its basic rate by $0.02 per m3

(Business World 2001).
This is the context in which water provision

to poor communities was initiated. Many poor
areas have high levels of nonrevenue water,
mainly due to illegal connections. To introduce
services to these areas, design and engineering
standards had to be relaxed.

The concession agreement provides for the
establishment of one public standpipe for ev-
ery 475 people in depressed areas, with no in-
stallation charge for households that cannot
afford individual connection fees or where the
cost of connection relative to expected rev-
enue is too high. The public standpipes are
managed and operated by an individual,
barangay officials, or community associations.
However, Maynilad is now veering away from
this type of service as the assigned associa-
tions or barangay officials often fail to pay for
it, charge users exorbitant fees, and operate
the service irregularly.

Aside from public faucets for poor commu-
nities, Manila Water has introduced group taps
for 2–5 households where users form groups,
register connections, and share the cost of us-
ing the taps. Generally, Manila Water staff had
to assist or guide group formation and decision
making. The group is given one mother meter
and encouraged to install submeters to avoid
cost-sharing problems. However, some house-
hold groups composed of relatives or close
friends opt not to install submeters to avoid
paying installation costs. Each group chooses a
leader to collect charges and pay Manila Water.

Manila Water also introduced community-
managed water connections with a metered
master connection. A community association
distributes the water through a local distribution

network of individual or shared connections.
However, some community organizations such
as the one in Durian, which has about 228 mem-
ber households, are registered as one regular
residential connection and thus cannot take ad-
vantage of the cheaper bulk water rates for non-
residential connections. Members of the Durian
community association are still paying more
than twice what an individually connected
household pays, plus the association charges for
the cost of billing and collection, and mainte-
nance and repairs. Nevertheless, the benefits to
residents are reduced water expenses—one
household used to spend $15–$18 per month
and now pays only $1–$3 per month—and ac-
cess to more reliable and safe water.
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Design and engineering standards had to be relaxed to
provide water to poor communities in Manila.

8 Lingap means “to care,” while this acronym stands for
“support holistic family development.”

Private companies are also allowed to dis-
tribute water, with the bulk water coming from
Manila Water, particularly in illegal squatter ar-
eas, which the concessionaires do not want to
enter. In Barangay Addition Hills, a private
contractor set up a distribution system similar
to the public faucets operated in depressed ar-
eas, including a 100,000-gallon water tank, wa-
ter pipes, meters, faucets, and hoses. Repairs
and maintenance of the distribution system are
also shouldered by the contractor. While house-
holds are still paying at least 12 times the Ma-
nila Water price to the private subcontractor,
before the arrangement they were getting water

from sources of doubtful quality, such as deep
wells, at a price 25% higher.

In 1999 Maynilad began its Bayan Tubig
(Water for the Community) program to provide
individual connections in depressed areas. This
program waives the land-title requirement and
allows payment of connection fees by install-
ment over 6–12 months, sometimes 24 months.
These installments are lumped into the regular
monthly water bills so that payment begins only
upon receipt of the first bill and not up front.

Individual connections have brought water
bills down significantly. Households that used
to pay $1.00–$1.20 per week now pay less than
$0.80 per month for 10 m3 and enjoy the con-
venience of having their own taps.

Technically, an underground line is built up
to where it is possible. Where roads are too nar-
row to bury pipes, the network extends above-
ground or on the ground, or partially covered
and attached to a wall. The line goes up to a bat-
tery of meters from where each homeowner
makes his own plastic connection, above-
ground. This scheme can be modified depend-
ing on the characteristics of the area.

An important aspect of this project is the
role of ngos in providing water and sanitation
service. In Malabon, the Swiss chapter of
Médecins San Frontières mediated between the
community and Maynilad with help from a lo-
cal ngo, Lingkuran sa Ikauunlad na Ganap ng
Pamilya (lingap)8 Foundation, and the local
government. In this partnership, community
involvement aimed to promote ownership of
the project and to ensure its acceptability and
sustainability. The municipality gives permits to
dig and fill and, in some cases, grants general
permits requiring the concessionaire to inform
the municipality of the project. ngos primarily
launched information, education, and commu-
nication campaigns; mobilized the community;
and provided microfinance to individuals.
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The Bayan Tubig projects in the central business
area of Metro Manila have helped improve the

living conditions of beneficiary communities. Mostly
dilapidated houses have been slowly replaced by
permanent structures. With more time on their
hands and water to use, the women can now clean
their surroundings. Where storage containers or
drums were a common sight just outside the shan-
ties, now many households have disposed of them
since they no longer need to store water, which they
can get from the tap anytime. Bayan Tubig has re-
duced important health concerns such as dengue,
which is carried by mosquitoes that breed in stored
water. Sanitation has improved as households now
have toilets and bathrooms.

With more time now, some households augment
their incomes through microenterprises such as
small eateries, cold-drink stalls, small variety
stores, candy producers, and other businesses. The
Bayan Tubig manager noted that water consumption
per household has increased.

Box 11 Bayan Tubig in Makati

When roads are too narrow, water pipes are laid above
or on the ground in Manila.

After the installation of individual water con-
nections, the area changed greatly. Most houses
are now made of hollow blocks and cement.
Many households now use the flattened metal
drums, once used to store water, to cover open
canals while others use the drums as garbage
bins. Mothers have more time to care for their
children. Some residents use the time for leisure
while others engage in income-earning activities.

Bayan Tubig’s success is due to effective co-
ordination with government officials and
ngos; information dissemination to and con-
sultation with the beneficiaries; residents’ co-
operation; and provision of water as promised
(Maynilad 2001).

Although hiring local workers to lay pipe
created only temporary jobs, billing and collec-
tion contracts with community-based associa-
tions are more sustainable and benefit not only
a few but the whole community, which can
launch projects with the income earned.

Self-esteem rose and encouraged many to fur-
ther raise their standard of living by improving
their houses and cleaning up their surroundings.

Maynilad has enhanced its image as a ser-
vice provider and a partner for local govern-
ments in the delivery of water services, par-
ticularly to the poor. In Bayan Tubig areas,
Maynilad has also reduced nonrevenue water
by legalizing illegal connections; ending the
proliferation of “spaghetti” connections; and
banning water sellers, who often sold pilfered
water. Public faucets were decommissioned,
in particular those with bills in arrears, and
the billed volume increased. Payment collec-
tion rose considerably as people do not wish
to be disconnected.

The creative partnership between govern-
ment, private sector, ngos, and community
benefits the poor. The next question is whether
this approach can be used to extend conven-
tional sewerage, which is much more expensive
than water provision due to wastewater treat-
ment costs, to the poor.
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Maynilad promotes livelihood projects by tying
up with different NGOs and holding talks with

the Foundation for Social Investments, Center for
Community Transformation, and Bayan Finance. The
water company plans to involve the Parola People’s
Council, an organization which is temporarily man-
aging a public faucet. This organization has saved
money from the proceeds of the public faucet and
plans to set up a daycare and health care center for
the community. Since the public faucet will be de-
commissioned when Bayan Tubig is in place,
Maynilad plans to introduce other livelihood pro-
grams for the community to help implement and
sustain its projects.

Box 12 From Improved Water Supply to Livelihood

Metro Manila, Philippines:
Sewerage Concessions

The concessionaires are also responsible for
sanitation. Before privatization, mwss covered
less than 7% of the households in its service
area, with sewerage facilities confined only to
some areas in Manila and parts of Makati. While
most households use individual or common
septic tanks—64% have water-sealed toilets—
those in slums are without public sewers and
drains and rely primarily on rudimentary la-
trines with no proper drainage system.

Privatization included the setting of cover-
age targets for sewerage and sanitation services:
the first sewer connection target was to be
achieved in 2001 (3% in the east zone, 16% in
the west), gradually increasing by 2021 (55%
and 66%). The desludging of septic tanks every
5–7 years is scheduled to decrease from about
38% in 2001 to 19% by 2021.

In the west zone, Maynilad found that 35%
of the population in its service area lives in
crowded shantytowns. Maynilad thus believes
that “it is necessary to readjust service offerings
through the development of low-cost, simpli-
fied technologies that are both technically and
economically viable.” Two pilot projects are

planned. The first one will focus only on sani-
tation, take a commercial approach, and pri-
marily market the service. The second one will
coordinate the installation of storm water
drainage, collection of household refuse, and
supply of electrical power. This project will also
educate the community in hygiene, train tech-
nical personnel, teach small water vendors how
to recycle waste, and make microfinancing
available to consumers.

The results of these pilots—sewerage only
versus integrated services—will help the con-
cessionaire assess the value of (and need for)
“soft” factors of a sanitation project, and deter-
mine the forms and levels of sanitation services
to be offered in poor areas. The detailed plan of
Maynilad requires working closely with the
community even at the planning stage and
working with the local government through the
barangay. However, implementation depends
on availability of funds, which have not yet
been secured, mostly because of Maynilad’s
current financial difficulties. Sanitation in poor
areas is clearly lagging behind providing water
in Manila, another case showing that sanita-
tion is much more difficult to tackle mostly be-
cause of its costs.

Kathmandu, Nepal: Water Enhanced Lease

The final case study describes the challenge of
a proposed public-private-community partnership
that seeks to ensure that service to the poor is
considered from the beginning. Water supply and
sanitation services in 15 squatter and slum com-
munities in Kathmandu are so inadequate that
more than 86% of the population resorts to sec-
ondary sources of water such as springs, hitis
(traditional spouts located at public places), riv-
ers, water vendors, tube wells and rowing pumps,
and dug wells. Water sold by vendors is very
costly: private tanker supply costs about $1.33 per
m3, about 10 times more than the Nepal Water
Supply Corporation (nwsc) supply. The poor
must resort to other cheaper alternatives.
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Drainage with a removable cover keeps a poor neigh-
borhood in Manila clean.

The poor resort to secondary sources of water in
Kathmandu.

The Government wants to improve the
management and distribution of water and
sanitation services. The $464 million
Melamchi water supply project is expected to
deliver about 510 mld of water through an
interbasin transfer comprising a 26 km tun-
nel, a water treatment plant, and a 57 km
bulk distribution system, and to rehabilitate
and augment the distribution system in
Kathmandu Valley.

However, investment in water production
and distribution is only part of the solution.
The Private Sector Participation High-Level
Committee (pspc) was constituted in 1997 to
attract the private sector to manage nwsc ser-
vices in Kathmandu Valley. The contract is
being developed by pspc with World Bank

support as a management lease contract for
an initial period of 10 years.

The main objectives of the management
lease contract are to reduce unaccounted-for
water, improve billing and collection, reduce
operating costs, and improve service delivery
and quality. The contract will give the opera-
tor incentives to reach target performance ra-
tios. As an implementing agency, the opera-
tor is also to take part in investment works
for rehabilitation. Laws are being drafted,
such as the Regulatory Body Act to set up a
regulator, and the Drinking Water Supply Act
to provide an enabling environment for the
private operator.

To ensure that the poor will not be margin-
alized as a result of the institutional changes, a
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As the system pressure is too low, many inhabit-
ants of Kathmandu install a 0.5–1.0 horsepower

pump to get water from the distribution pipeline.
Pumping is an illegal but well-accepted practice.
NWSC frequently publishes notices in local newspa-
pers warning clients that their water supply will be
disconnected if they are caught using pumps. How-
ever, NWSC’s initial zeal to penalize using pumps
has largely died down.

A pump usually costs about $16 on the local
market, not including the cost of pipes and pipe fit-
tings. Households also pay for expensive electricity
to operate the pumps.

Poorer households cannot afford to buy and in-
stall these pumps or pay for electricity. Some
cheaper alternatives are available in the market. A
hand-operated suction pump costing about $4.70 is
almost six times cheaper to install and, if operated
early in the morning, can draw drinking water. Such
pumps are connected to the tap but cannot compete
against the powerful motorized electric pumps.

The practice results in extremely unfair com-
petition for limited resources between the rich and
the poor.

Box 13 Are the Rich Stealing Water from the Poor?

study was undertaken in 14 communities, of
which 6 were squatter settlements, 4 were tra-
ditional slums, and 4 were middle-class water-
stressed communities. The study found that the
water and sanitation problems of low-income
communities are, in physical terms, solvable:
the poor are valid customers who are able and
willing to pay for the services. Consumption of
nwsc water in low-income communities is re-
stricted more by supply than demand. Access
to services is a major problem due to high con-
nection charges, and networks are far from
poor settlements. Only 10% of the population,
in particular those renting their homes, may
find it difficult to pay regular tariffs.

The draft request for proposal, inviting ap-
plications from short-listed private operators,
does not contain specific provisions for serving

the poor. Requirements such as performance
indicators that should be achieved by the op-
erator to ensure equitable supply, and an in-
creased number of connections or incentives
and penalties to bind the operator to achieve
the desired services, have not been considered.
However, two urban poor studies, one targeted
at enumeration of the poor and the other at de-
fining the special provisions required to be
made as well as the institutional interface to
serve the poor, are being undertaken before fi-
nalizing the request for proposal.

The absence of these provisions has been
recognized and several pro-poor provisions are
being considered for inclusion in the forthcom-
ing contract:

• Coverage indicators defining the exten-
sion of tap connections will contain
provisions for extension specifically to
the poor.

• Poor areas will be identified with the pri-
vate operator to define strategies to
serve them.

• Community metered taps will be contin-
ued, with a higher water use allowed in
the lifeline block or a different tariff struc-
ture applied to shared taps.

• The regulatory body will address the
concerns of the poor, although the ex-
tent to which it can exercise its au-
tonomy is uncertain.

• The distribution network will be ex-
panded and private taps promoted by
making connection charges easier to pay.

• A direct subsidy will be provided for the
income poor. A cross-subsidy from richer
to poorer households will be considered.

• ngos may intermediate between the util-
ity and the poor.

• A systematic program for effective
maintenance and improvement of the
quality of water from local springs and
hitis will be launched in collaboration
with ngos.
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A rowing pump is a good supplement to community taps in Jagriti Tole, Kathmandu.

The withdrawal of an expected bidder has
further delayed the letting of the proposed con-
tract. As investment in new water production
(510 mld in Melamchi) is dependent upon the
signing of the management contract, the pri-
vate operator will have insufficient water to sell

for most of the 10-year contract, thus limiting
the private operator’s financial viability. The
case study illustrates the complexity of public-
private partnerships, which are trying to sur-
mount governance challenges as well as deliver
water to all.
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Requirements and
Techniques for
Serving the Poor

Networked Services

The case studies show that only a few genuine public-private-community
partnerships serve the poor in Asia through networked services. Simi-
lar examples outside Asia can be found in Buenos Aires, Argentina (Ap-
pendix 1), and La Paz and El Alto, Bolivia (Box 14). Experiences from
England and Wales (Appendix 2) illustrate the role of the regulator in
partnership with the government and private operators in serving the
poor in high-income countries.

Ultimately water supply services will need to be networked to achieve
consistent quality and to reduce costs through economies of scale.
Nonnetworked private services can deliver solid waste management
and sanitation, but the challenge is to scale up the provision to achieve
universal service coverage of reasonable quality.
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Most of the cases of networked services dis-
cussed earlier did not have a pro-poor focus
from the beginning but developed it along the
way. A number of concepts and ideas are emerg-
ing that could have been considered at the start
of these projects and will be useful for all future
public-private-community partnerships.

This chapter describes each stakeholder’s
basic requirements, which are over and above
the group’s usual tasks.

Government

The public sector is represented at the cen-
tral and municipal government levels and also
in service regulatory bodies. The public sector
may also avail itself of a transaction adviser to
promote pro-poor techniques in the contracts.

Central and Municipal Government
Public-private-community partnerships will

not be successful if the government does not pro-
vide them with an adequate framework. Through
its ministries and legislature, the government
should define a pro-poor policy specifying how
the public and private sectors and the community
can deliver environmental health service. Any re-
form program should aim to achieve universal
service—which includes serving the poor—
within 5–10 years. If the government supports al-
ternative suppliers as an interim or even long-
term solution, all customers should see improve-
ments within 5 years.

At the start of the reform process, viable tar-
iffs that reflect operating and capital costs must
be established. An independent regulator must
consider and ultimately determine proposals
for tariffs. A regulatory office should be estab-
lished and staffed before any contracts are
signed. The regulator must have adequate re-
sources to ensure universal, pro-poor service,
and will need adequate access to political
power to counterbalance a large, perhaps inter-
national, operator as well as the “restraining
forces” that see no benefit in serving the poor.

To ensure early universal coverage, central
governments need to do the following:

• Consider linking profits to improving
service to the poor. The government
should accept that its partners need to
make a reasonable profit, however that is
defined. Wherever possible, profit should
be linked to performance, through cut-
ting costs but also through extending ser-
vices to unserved, mostly poor, customers.

• Consider ways of sharing the risk of
serving the poor with the private opera-
tors. The risk of serving the poor should
be shared with and not simply off-loaded
to the private operators.

• Mandate and/or allow service to people
without land titles. The government
should have a coherent policy on how to
treat unplanned, informal areas. The op-
erator may be allowed a moratorium or
temporary license for delivery of services
to the poor. Allowing bulk water supply
to the community or on-sellers may be
easier for the operator but may not be as
pro-poor when the distribution to the end
borrower is not adequately supervised.

• Investigate the need to subsidize ser-
vices to the poor. Cross-subsidization
may be limited by water resources and
topography as well as the large propor-
tion of poor customers. Support can be
given through direct social welfare pay-
ments as in Chile (Box 15) and through
subsidies to connection fees, network
expansion, “lifeline” water, and sanita-
tion. As a general rule, subsidies are only
acceptable where they directly benefit
the poor.

• Allow service provision diversity. The
government should recognize and man-
date service provision by a range of stake-
holders, emphasizing the value of inde-
pendent community initiatives and those
with private partners. The range of ac-
cepted private partners should include
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In 1997 Aguas del Illimani, a French-, Argentinian-, and Bolivian-owned company, with Ondeo Water Services as
operator, was awarded a 30-year concession to provide water and sanitation to La Paz (population 800,000) and

the adjoining—much poorer—municipality of El Alto (population 600,000). In a departure from many other conces-
sions awarded in the region, the contract was tendered on the basis of service coverage—not tariffs—with the
winning bid committing to 100% water coverage within 5 years, and 82% and 41% sewerage coverage in La Paz
and El Alto, respectively. Sewerage coverage is to increase to 95% and 90% by 2021.To expand service in low-
income areas, the private company, with international aid, developed a partnership called Peri-Urban Initiative for
Water and Sanitation (IPAS). The objective was to test innovative approaches for sustained provision of water and
sanitation services in low-income areas of La Paz and El Alto. The project promoted the use of appropriate tech-
nologies, social intervention, and access to microfinance to build bathrooms and toilets.

Aguas del Illimani financed the infrastructure component and the implementation of the social intervention
methodology by a local NGO. The Water and Sanitation Program and the Swedish International Development Agency
funded the technical assistance component that included project preparation, initial socioeconomic studies, and
contracting of specialized international consultants. The Government was involved through the General Directorate
for Water and Sanitation and the Ministry of Housing and Basic Services.

Using a demand-responsive approach, Aguas del Illimani approached different communities in their expansion
areas and presented IPAS, explaining its working characteristics and technology. After internal consultation, com-
munities committed to the project by presenting signatures of at least 70% of their members. The project was
implemented on a first-come-first-served basis.

Households were connected at 60% of the original connection fee, using low-cost technology and community
labor as well as easy payment terms (60 monthly installments at no interest), with microloans available to build
bathrooms and toilets.

The project included an effective educational program to change hygiene behavior and reportedly resulted in a
significant increase in the value of housing. “Even when families did not fully understand the implications of having
improved access to [water and sanitation] services, they were willing to work in the project and invest their per-
sonal savings for the payment of the fees. They were quite aware of the increased property value of their plots due
to the connection to the network” (Vargas 2002).

Sources: Komives and Brook (1998); Vargas (2002).

Box 14 Water and Sanitation Services for Poor Households in La Paz and El Alto, Bolivia

small and medium-sized enterprises as
well as large international operators.
The government should demonstrate its
willingness to out-contract service pro-
vision as a “starter” of public-private
partnership and promote competition
wherever possible, without sacrificing
cross-subsidies. This would require al-
lowing the entry of large- and small-
scale competition, notably at the retail
level, and removal of the exclusivity
clauses in legislation to allow for alternate
service providers.

As a general rule, the government must re-
main committed to and involved in the process
of reform and universal service, recognizing
that the awarding of any contract is not the end
of government involvement. Pro-poor enabling
legislation is required to be flexible and output
oriented, focused on achieving an effective, eq-
uitable, sustainable, efficient, and transparent
universal service.

Municipal governments have the following
responsibilities:

• Welcome and support the private sec-
tor. Uncommitted local governments
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In the late 1980s Chile began to overhaul its water and sanitation sector, including by imposing steady and steep
tariff increases in the early 1990s, making water unaffordable for the poor. Since connection is almost universal

in Chile’s urban areas, a consumption subsidy was designed to target individual poor customers. The subsidy cov-
ers 25–85% of a household’s water and sewerage bill for up to 15 m3  per month. Eligibility is determined by a
scoring system based on a questionnaire covering living conditions, crowding conditions, health conditions, com-
fort, occupation and income, and ownership of durable goods. The score is valid for 2 years and can be used to
apply for a variety of services besides water.

Chilean water companies deliver the services to all households at the standard tariffs and then request reimburse-
ment from local governments for the subsidies on the basis of the actual amount of water consumed by each beneficiary.
Households must pay a part of their bill for the first 15 m3, and the full tariff for consumption beyond this limit.

The introduction of the targeted subsidy has helped Chile raise water tariffs to reflect costs without compro-
mising social and distributional goals. The costs of the subsidy system are much lower than those of the previous
universal subsidy scheme. However, certain parameters such as a high rate of connection and a relatively high
level of institutional capacity to administer such a scheme may be difficult to apply in other countries. Alterna-
tively, a connection subsidy could be targeted at poor customers to help them overcome the main access hurdle
in cities with low connection rates.

Source: Gómez-Lobo (2001).

Box 15 Water Consumption Subsidies through the Welfare System in Chile

9 For example, Final Report of adb’s reta 5922. adb. 2001c.
Regulatory Systems and Networking of Water Utilities and
Regulatory Bodies. Manila.

can derail private initiatives. Commit-
ment is reflected in the municipal
government’s willingness to discuss and
accept service provision for temporary
and/or illegal housing areas. Licensing
small and independent providers can be
part of the municipalities’ responsibili-
ties and will need to be handled swiftly
to make sure that depressed areas are
adequately serviced.

• Promote community participation and
involvement. Local governments, in parti-
cular at the neighborhood level, can help
intermediate between the customers in
their areas and the private companies.

• Facilitate customer involvement. Repre-
sentation through customer committees
of the regulator and private operator is
another area where local governments
can play a critical role.

Regulators
Private sector profit-motivated delivery of a

monopoly service requires regulation to ensure

fair benefits to all partners. The critical task of
regulation is discussed in detail in a number of
recent publications.9 To be effective the regula-
tory system needs to overcome information
asymmetry and to have access to appropriate
knowledge about how the utility system works.
It should also be able to access political power
while preserving its independence.

Regulators should be as capable as the pri-
vate operator’s personnel. Regulators should
be world-class, not only with respect to eco-
nomic, financial, environmental, and techni-
cal issues, but also pro-poor, development,
and social issues as well as techniques of alter-
native provision.

The latter qualities are by no means a given.
In many cases, regulators do not have a clear
incentive to deal with poor customers for lack
of a specific mandate to do so. Consequently,
regulators perceive poor customers—and their
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Services need to be adapted to different types of dwellings.

small-scale providers—as difficult, cumbersome,
and almost impossible to regulate, as regulation
of the standard services is already difficult
enough (Trémolet and Browning 2002).

In addition to its normal tasks, the economic
regulator should achieve pro-poor universal ser-
vice by undertaking the following:

• Regulate quality standards to improve
access to services. The focus should be
on diversification—not on universal and
often high standards that limit access—to
reduce quality and, thus, prices to an ac-
ceptable level for those who cannot af-
ford more.

• Set affordable tariffs that water users
are willing to pay. Affordability is neces-
sary to put a brake on any temptation to
overinvest in technology.

• Allow the private operator to set differ-
entiated tariffs for differentiated ser-
vices. This may relate to connection costs

and fees or to operating tariffs, and could
include allowing for a higher return on
capital for higher-risk services to the poor,
since efficient private operators should be
able to finance their operations and ex-
pansion with a fair return on capital.

• Ensure that increasing block tariffs will
not become regressive in areas with group
connections. As the Manila case study
showed, connecting to water services as a
group can be costly if the operator does not
differentiate between “retail” and “whole-
sale” residential connections.

• Set connection fees to ensure commit-
ment from customers. If connection fees
are calculated to recover a share of network
fixed assets or cost of network extensions,
inevitably those living farthest from the net-
work main or on difficult terrain will pay
disproportionately more than those who
live in more convenient locations. As with
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Water quality remains an issue: samples from poor households in Jakarta
taken within 24 hours

other fixed assets, network
expansion should be borne by
all customers.

• Approve pro-poor disconnection-
reconnection policies of the
operator. Poor  people are
more vulnerable to events
such as diseases or natural
disasters, which can have an
immediate impact on their
budget and, hence, on their
ability to pay the water bills.

• Ensure that subsidies are re-
ceived exclusively by the poor.
This can be through reduced
connection charges, lifeline blocks, or spe-
cific pro-poor fixed assets.

• Prohibit cross-subsidy of sewerage ser-
vices from water tariffs. Except where al-
lowance is similarly made for treatment
of septic tank and latrine sludge disposal
and treatment, sewerage cross-subsidy
should be avoided.

• Legitimize and regularize alternative
service providers to meet interim uni-
versal service targets. Doing so would
include approving bulk rates for water
on-selling to small-scale retailers, in-
cluding interim domestic vendors and
handcart and tanker filling stations. The
regulator could also have the responsi-
bility to monitor kiosk, vendor, and
other retail prices, and to approve tariffs
for water being on-sold by communities,
making allowance for communities to
cross-subsidize internally (contributions
according to ability to pay).

• Ensure that poor users can easily com-
plain against practices of the private
operator. A reasonable and easily acces-
sible appeals procedure is needed.

• Ensure adequate customer representa-
tion. The regulator should ensure regular,
formal customer representation in regula-
tion processes and  representation of the

poor on customer committees, directly or
through cbos or ngos.

• Publish levels of service and financial
information at regular intervals. Easy
access to data through the internet should
also be ensured. Particular attention
should be given to monitoring and pub-
lishing performance of pro-poor services
and service coverage against timed tar-
gets. Payment and disconnection rates in
low-income areas could serve as perfor-
mance indicators.

Finally, the economic regulator should
expect, allow, encourage, demand, and re-
ward operators for being creative and inno-
vative in serving the poor and in meeting the
universal service targets while delivering the
highest possible quality. Regulation can be
viewed as a continuum, where the regulator
assists in the transition between service lev-
els, through gradual tightening of minimum
service standards, for example (Baker and
Trémolet 2000b).

Cross-border benchmarking, using perfor-
mance data from similar concessions in other
developing countries, would help monitor the
progress and reasonable use of expensive expa-
triate staff to make sure that the cost is not au-
tomatically passed on to the poor.
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In addition to economic regulation, the
agency responsible for water quality should
monitor it through all points of sale, household
connections, street tanks, and alternative ser-
vice providers, using appropriate sampling fre-
quencies to limit costs.

The environment regulator should be biased
in favor of immediate public health for all, al-
lowing on-plot and on-site sanitation alterna-
tives over longer-term targets for groundwater
and river quality, which is an important tempo-
rary waiver for household sanitation.

Transaction Adviser
In appointing a transaction adviser on re-

form and private sector involvement, the gov-
ernment not only has to ensure that the adviser
has expertise in serving the poor but also has
terms of reference that include the need to
serve the poor through a time-bound universal
service obligation. Advisers have to be given
time and funding to undertake this work.

Transaction advisers have the following duties:
• Get to know poor customers. Talk to cus-

tomers, particularly the poor, and
investigate how they obtain services
through self-provision or from neighbors,
the community, or small-scale independent
providers. The transaction advisers
should also host discussions with com-
munity groups, ngos working with the
poor, unions, vendor associations, and
other interested stakeholders. Based on
these discussions, the transaction advis-
ers should prepare initial baseline data
on the needs and interests of present and
potential customers, particularly the
poor, through social mapping, and un-
dertake outline pricing and service differ-
entiation studies for the poor.

• Define universal service obligation and
determine contractual service targets
that emphasize early universal service.
The definition should include what con-
stitutes the service area (municipal

boundaries and location of peri-urban
poor), the percentage of universal cover-
age signifying contract compliance, and
the definition of coverage. For example,
coverage may not only mean full-pressure
household connections, but might also in-
clude individual meters within a specified
distance and/or low-pressure yard taps
and ground tanks. The number of people
dependent on a standpipe or street tank
should be known to measure interim cov-
erage. Network extension targets must be
phased to serve low-income along with
middle-income areas as the latter might be
needed to enhance cash flow.

• Consider options to move beyond
awarding monopolistic, exclusivity
rights to large-scale contracted private
operators. Existing independent provid-
ers should have the possibility to be in-
cluded, perhaps to on-sell bulk water to
formal and informal areas, as an interim
solution before the network is extended,
or as long-term, licensed retailers or re-
tailing agents.

• Determine the most effective public-private-
community partnership to serve the
poor, and design the contract accord-
ingly. The most successful partnerships
are city-wide concessions, sometimes
with two private partners as in Manila,
or enhanced leases where the private
operator has the responsibility and au-
thority to optimize the balance between
capital and operating expenditure
within day-to-day operations.

• Investigate subsidies. This entails es-
tablishing the need for and role of subsi-
dies to promote service to the poor, and
determine actual arrangements for sub-
sidies (direct or through a public or pri-
vate entity).

• Investigate involvement of the community.
The transaction adviser should get a compre-
hensive overview on cbos and ngos in the
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Households in poor areas in Manila are responsible for
connection beyond the meter.

sector and assess the possibility of contract-
ing them as social advisers.

• Prepare and present an information,
education, and communication pro-
gram for the main stakeholders.

• Advise the government with regard to a
pro-poor legislative framework. This
includes, for example, a mandate for the
private concessionaire to serve unregis-
tered, illegal households. In advising
government on prequalification of private
operators, transaction advisers should re-
quire technical submissions to show requi-
site social development skills. There can be
no technical solution to service provision
to the poor without social involvement.

A pro-poor procedure for awarding con-
tracts may entail the following:

• requiring single bids based on value of pay-
ment to government—or value of payment
required from government (and perhaps its
support agencies)—to achieve time-bound
universal service;

• allowing the operator to be flexible in de-
termining how to achieve that service,
but expecting a range of technology op-
tions with differentiated prices;

• requiring tariffs, including pro-poor
connection fees (not necessarily con-
ventional connections), to be set in con-
sultation with the regulator and transac-
tion adviser to ensure that competition
to obtain the contract benefits potential
poor customers, not only existing cus-
tomers, through price cuts; and through
tariffs, ensuring that customers under-
stand the true value of water as an eco-
nomic good to be conserved; and

• as an alternative, asking private opera-
tors to bid on their required connection
fees to achieve universal service, making
clear the purpose of the partnership.

Advisers and financial institutions might
consider a change in terminology from multi-
million-dollar “success fees” for successful con-
tract completion to rewards for successful univer-
sal coverage at the end of a specified time period.

Civil Society and the Community

Civil society can essentially be involved either
through advocacy groups (ngos, lobby groups,
consumer committees) or directly at the commu-
nity level (cbos, ward associations, etc.). With re-
gard to advocacy, civil society should know the
needs of public health provision for all, lobby for
pro-poor sustainable environmental health legis-
lation and reform, and monitor performance of
reformed public health provision. Advocacy
groups can also get directly involved in service
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A representative from the regulatory body monitors
water provision in a poor community in West Jakarta.

provision for the poor and take up offered rep-
resentation on any customer committee on be-
half of all customers. When networking with
the media, consumer pressure groups can play
a powerful role in mobilizing public opinion on
service provision.

At the operational level, it is increasingly ac-
cepted that beyond the physical infrastructure,
“social infrastructure” is needed to sustain ser-
vice systems (bpd 2000). As the case studies re-
veal, where the poor are organized enough to ar-
ticulate their demands and needs, either ngos

can help transmit the voice of the poor to the
public or private service providers in charge, or
the poor do it themselves through direct contact
with the municipality or the operator.

The community needs to be engaged to lay
pipe and build latrines or dumpsites. The

community will need to agree on service qual-
ity and prices, technologies used, O&M, and
general public health awareness that can af-
fect the sustainability of service provision.
Ownership is important if the operator wants
to rely on the community to limit costs, such
as bill collection or detection of leaks and ille-
gal connections.

The Private Operator

The private operator has to be committed to
the concept of universal service, using all pos-
sible techniques and approaches to serve the
poor. The private operator should be allowed to
offer a range of differentiated services at corre-
spondingly differentiated prices for different
income groups and, if successful, be rewarded
with a fair return on labor and capital. The private
operator should be able to earn a higher return
through out-performance, by achieving universal
coverage ahead of schedule, for example.

Business plans, service delivery, and asset
management plans required as part of the bid-
ding process and subsequent price reviews
should focus on how the operator intends to
serve low-income areas. Where appropriate,
subcontracting to small-scale independent pro-
viders should be expected and encouraged,
along with community on-selling, kiosk fran-
chisees, and water sale through vendors.

The suggestions below are not contractual re-
quirements but rather outlines of what might rea-
sonably be expected from world-class operators.
Again, it is important to stress that the list of re-
quirements focuses on pro-poor and develop-
ment issues only, which should be in addition
to the operators’ core competencies.

Creative Technologies
Some of the techniques being used to sup-

ply water to low-income communities include
the following:

• shallow “condominial” pipes running
under sidewalks, lowering costs through
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Utility company representatives consult with women in a Hyderabad
community.

shorter pipe runs and reduced depth of
trenches where it is not necessary to pro-
tect against vehicle damage;

• guided and supervised community exca-
vation of pipe trenches and installation
of pipe networks, reducing the cost of
connections and encouraging the com-
munity to “take ownership” of the service;

• aboveground pipes, eliminating excavation
costs and minimizing illegal connections;

• group meters, reducing the cost of meter-
ing and billing by giving part of the task
to the customers, also to encourage col-
lective responsibility for bill payments;
and community or site meters, reducing
the cost even further but possibly encour-
aging nonpayment by some households;

• mains supply to individual household
meters at site entrance, giving households
the choice to carry the water or install their
own flexible connections to their dwelling
and thus manage and pay directly for their
own water consumption;

• mains supply to individual valves and/or
distributors at site entrance with house-
hold flexible connection to low-pressure
ground tanks for a fixed daily allowance,
minimizing costs of metering;

• prepayment meters, ensuring
revenue collection without the
need for billing;

• extension of the amortization period
of connection costs up to 5 years;

• water tanker filling points, reduc-
ing costs and enhancing the qual-
ity of water sold by vendors, with
prices prominently displayed
to minimize overcharging;

• distribution point reservoirs,
minimizing costs in peak sizing of
distribution network and queu-
ing time by women, and increas-
ing the quantity of water used;

• street tanks, filled daily by the
operator, ensuring interim potable

water coverage for all; and
• edge-of-site reservoirs for community

and/or vendor use where legislation lim-
its direct site connections.

Some of the techniques currently being used
for networked sanitation include the following:

• condominial sewerage passing through
backyards and under sidewalks to mini-
mize size and depth of sewers;

• temporary discharge of sewage into
drainage channels where there is no di-
rect threat to public health, to achieve
public health benefits at least cost; and

• sludge disposal points where private in-
dependent desludging tanker operators
can discharge wastes, displaying prices
prominently to minimize overcharging.

Where networked sanitation is not possible,
the operator should facilitate on-plot or on-site
sanitation and provide access to microfinance
for households to finance bathroom facilities.

Flexible Customer Services
The private operator will want to complement

these innovative technologies with a customer-
oriented approach that recognizes the poor as
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important customers. The approach includes
the following:

• Enable poor customers to read meters
where used and check and pay bills eas-
ily and cheaply.

• Ensure that the poor have easy access to
a complaints procedure. Their com-
plaints should receive the same priority
as those of higher-income customers.

• Conduct customer awareness and hy-
giene education programs. Ideally, this
would be done in cooperation with expe-
rienced ngos or cbos as the operator’s
“learning curve” in providing the pro-
grams could be long and lead to a confu-
sion of business and social obligations.

Working with Intermediaries
To achieve universal coverage at least cost,

it is expected that the private operator will op-
erate at least temporarily through appropriate
intermediaries, entailing the following:

• Work through existing CBOS and NGOS,
which are close to the low-income
communities. The challenge is to main-
tain the partnership with these organiza-
tions and not merely use them to collect
payment, which would lead to a loss of
“ngo-ness.” Most cbos and ngos appre-
ciate receiving payment for particular ser-
vices. However, if the relationship be-
comes contractually dependent and the
community starts looking at them as part
of the private operation, these organiza-
tions may lose the community’s trust,
which took so long to build, especially if
they are asked to sort out disputes.

• Contract specialist social consultants or
international NGOS. This is particularly im-
portant when in-house social development
expertise is insufficient and there is no
“matching” ngo. Fundamentally changing
a local organization may not be advisable,
except where that local group has the desire
to transform itself into a private consultant.

• Involve small-scale independent provid-
ers. These providers can retail water in ad-
vance of network extensions, and desludge
latrines and septic tanks. Concerns about
maintaining the quality of vendor-supplied
water need to be countered with programs
to monitor quality and the on-selling price.

• Train vendors as future service agents.
This is important when the network is ex-
tended to poor areas, to help maintain
employment and reduce resistance to pro-
viding networked service.

Price Flexibility
The private operator, encouraged by the

regulator, will need to be creative and flexible
with respect to prices by opting for the following:

• Extend payment periods. Amortization
periods for connection fees should be ex-
tended over several years, and the opera-
tor should also allow small, irregular pay-
ments of water bills.

• Promote innovative bill collection. An
example would be to set up mobile offices
(“barefoot collectors”) or to have com-
munity associations or local shopkeepers
collect payment for a small fee.

• Consider allowing prepayment meters
and card-operated stand posts.

• Have a flexible pro-poor disconnection-
reconnection policy. As a rule, it should
be made easy—and cheap, i.e., no high
fees and advances for reconnection—for
poor customers to recover from misfor-
tune without encouraging nonpayment.

Transparency
The private operator should be as trans-

parent as possible in all its activities, but par-
ticularly in its services to the poor, by doing
the following:

• Provide regular progress reports. These
reports should focus on achieving uni-
versal service coverage and should be
communicated to government and civil
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Community taps are locked in Kathmandu.

society, perhaps through municipal or
customer committees;

• Use “open-book accounting” when re-
ceiving additional funds to support ser-
vices to the poor. Funds received for sub-
sidies to network extension and connec-
tion costs or for support to social devel-
opment activities need to be accounted
for in the most transparent manner to
avoid giving the impression that these
may have been used only to the benefit of
the operator.

• Adhere to international standards of re-
porting, accounting, and auditing, espe-
cially when receiving concessionary funds.

Capacity Building
If the private operators are committed to

service everybody in the partnership, capacity
building—in-house as well as for the partners—
will be an ongoing responsibility. The operator
will need to do the following:

• “Localize” operations. By increasingly
using local staff as much as possible,
costs can be minimized while promoting
development. Reducing the use of expen-
sive expatriates is to the ultimate advan-
tage of customers, although some level of
international presence may be necessary
to ensure “organic” research and devel-
opment, and “mechanistic” disciplined
quality assurance of standardized opera-
tion, and to demonstrate international
connections at the highest level when
politically necessary.

• Undertake “expatriate matching” for
management staff. For each expatriate
in the company a local staff member is
taken as an expatriate manager else-
where in the operator’s operations. This
approach has been successfully prac-
ticed in the international oil industry for
many years.

• Maximize the use of local contractors
and suppliers. If they can achieve the

necessary quality, the operator should
make use of them rather than relying upon
an international contractor, even if the lat-
ter is from the same group of companies.

• Encourage sale of the private company’s
shares within the country and give em-
ployees share options as incentives.

External Support Agencies

Following the failure of many public ser-
vice providers, external support agencies are
generally committed to the new paradigm of
private operators delivering urban services
in developing countries. Having invested
significantly in public operators and agen-
cies to provide environmental health ser-
vices, often with little obvious effect, there is
a danger that such agencies will limit their
involvement to promoting public-private-
community partnerships and then assuming
that their task is completed.

This assumption is unrealistic. The private
contractors need substantial support to
achieve universal service coverage, with a fo-
cus on the poor. Particularly in urban areas
with a high percentage of low-income house-
holds, it can be difficult to achieve universal
service through cross-subsidy without increas-
ing tariffs too much. Private operators and so-
ciety as a whole will benefit from additional
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funding for network extensions and connection
costs, and benefit from funding support to social
intermediary activities. This is not a diminution of
the private operator’s responsibilities: it is a rea-
sonable extension of the principles of partnership
and will not lead to increased profits for the con-
cessionaire because allowance will be made for it
within the regulatory framework. For the external
support agencies there should be benefits in hav-
ing a more direct link between concessionary
funds—grants or loans—and improvements in
environmental health for the poor.

External support agencies should thus con-
sider doing the following:

• Provide targeted funding. This could be
used to do the following:
• Extend service coverage and indi-

vidual connections to financially non-
viable areas of the poor.

• Support sanitation, the more difficult
half of the equation,  for which people
are less willing to pay than for water.
The argument can be made that sani-
tation generates more in the way of
public health externalities, which indi-
viduals may not see the need to fund.

• Fund ngos so they can assist in social
intermediation without being seen as
co-opted by the private operator.

• Support small finance initiatives
whereby ngos and small and medium-
sized enterprises can access funds to
extend their operations, perhaps to
buy a new desludging tanker or facili-
ties for recycling solid waste.

• Pay an additional return on the cost of
capital for private funds successfully
used in serving the poor, or pay a bonus
to an operator that has achieved early
universal coverage, or pay for the risk
element attached to serving the poor to
avoid penalizing them for being poor.

• Provide training manuals and out-
line contractual agreements to alter-
native providers. This would help

them operate successfully with the pri-
vate operator.

• Support the ongoing process of regulation
and of enabling the “intelligent client.”
Major tasks are supporting training and ca-
pacity building for the government and
regulator as well as supporting the process
of regulation when national political de-
mands threaten to become unsustainable.

The international support community can
also provide value-added by compiling and pre-
senting comparative performance information.
The Asian Development Bank (adb) has pub-
lished a comprehensive assessment of utility per-
formance in Second Water Utilities Data Book
and developed urban indicators for managing
cities in the Cities Data Book (adb 1997, 2001).
These publications, along with others such as
the World Bank’s Benchmarking Water and
Sanitation Utilities Project (Kingdom and
Jagannathan 2001), facilitate the sharing of in-
formation on good and bad providers and have
proven to be a powerful way to pressure govern-
ments and utilities to improve their perfor-
mance. Efforts to include an increasing number
of poverty-related indicators are underway, as
the Cities Data Book demonstrates.

In the short term, external support agen-
cies might want to limit their concessional
funding of bot contracts for water and waste-
water treatment. Until an effective distributor
is in place to serve the poor and systematically
reduce unaccounted-for water, additional
bulk water supply may not achieve extended
service coverage. Concessions and enhanced
leases should take priority as they include
overhauling the distribution part of the service
system. Concessional funds should not give
priority to wastewater treatment for industries
or high-income households. This is not to sug-
gest that these works should not proceed, but
that they may not warrant urgent attention by
international agencies if poverty reduction is the
overarching goal of development projects.
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Nonnetworked Services

Many examples of public-private-community
partnerships from around the world describe how
the poor are served through discrete, i.e.,
nonnetworked services. Examples given in this
study for solid waste demonstrate how ngos, work-
ing under the oversight of public authorities, enable
communities to take responsibility for solid waste
collection, sorting, and composting. Private ser-
vice contractors can efficiently remove residual
solid waste to transfer points in large metropoli-
tan areas or directly to sanitary landfills. Private
companies can also be important in selling
recyclables or compost, as in Dhaka.

Households can provide their own excreta
disposal facilities by building on-plot latrines,
normally when an ngo executes public health
and hygiene programs while ensuring that la-
trine components such as slabs, water seals,
and pit lining are available.

To achieve this level of service, the government
has the responsibility to ensure the following:

• Nonnetworked developments are al-
lowed and even encouraged by law.

• Services to unplanned, illegal areas are
not unnecessarily restricted.

• On-site composting or on-plot sanitation
is not prohibited.

• Small-scale enterprises are allowed to be
active in environmental health and can
access formal service providers, whether
in bulk water supply, sludge disposal, or
solid waste residuals disposal.

• Environmental regulators do not unnec-
essarily restrict suitable local activities.

• A market for the sale of recycled products
and compost exists, and where necessary,
educational and marketing campaigns
for farmers and consumers on the ben-
efits of using compost are provided.

• Capacity-building programs are provided
to ensure that future sanitary engineers
have a better overview of the costs and
benefits of the techniques available.

• Land is provided for on-site recycling
and sludge disposal from latrines and
septic tanks.

External support agencies should help
the following:

• ngos, to transfer knowledge on suitable
techniques;

• small supplier associations, to share
knowledge; and

• small finance initiatives, to meet the
needs of NGOS as they transform them-
selves into private businesses, and of
small-scale providers.

The level of finance required is above
microfinance, which serves the individual poor
so effectively. Established microfinance institu-
tions may be best positioned for ngos’ small fi-
nance initiatives. The funds could be for a yard
to build pit latrines or to buy land for a
composting area or a desludging machine.
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Serving the Poor:
Conclusions

The environmental health sector is in need of reform. The public
health needs of urban areas are being served by a mixture of public
agencies, resourced to provide only the bare minimum of water sup-
ply, sanitation, and solid waste services; and small-scale private enter-
prises. High-income households rely upon a mixture of self-provision
through “coping strategies” and public supply. Low-income households
cope by queuing for a long time for inadequate water, overpaying small
private enterprises, and disposing of wastes unhygienically. Efficient
ngos working with communities make a difference, but usually only for a
limited time in a restricted area.

Public health provision is a government responsibility because of the
scale of the task and because of the benefits to the whole of society. How-
ever, in many countries the public sector has largely failed to deliver, and
it has not proved possible to reform government agencies sufficiently to
directly provide public health services.
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Population and High-Income Upper-Middle- Lower-Middle- Low-Income
Wealth Countries Income Countries Income Countries Countries

Population (million) 891 573 2,094 2,417
GNP per person ($) 25,730 4,900 1,200 410
Affordable water and 10,030 1,860  455 155

sanitation ($)

GNP = gross national product.
Source: World Development Report 2000–2001 and author’s calculation of affordability, representing possible investment per person per generation (20 years) at 5%
income, including operation and maintenance.

Table 4 Affordable Water and Sanitation

10 It is unclear how much wastewater treatment is included.

The introduction of international private
sector management is making a difference
where the private companies are given a broad
enough mandate to take control of the entire
system, from the capital and operating expen-
diture of the supply and disposal to the billing
and collection of revenue at reasonable tariffs.
This degree of change has been sufficient to
overcome the restraining forces of the failed
system. This degree of responsibility has been
sufficient to find innovative ways to serve the
poor, even in untenured housing areas, particu-
larly in partnership with ngos.

who and unicef estimate that 93% of water
and sanitation remain, officially at least, in pub-
lic hands. The massive task ahead is to involve
the private sector in challenging the established
patterns of small-scale provision. Another
enormous task is capacity building to ensure
that private companies can be innovative and
creative in serving the poor in partnership with
small-scale providers and ngos.

Funding service expansion to the poor, particu-
larly water and sanitation, remains another big
challenge. who and unicef (2001) estimate that
the urban water supply sector in Asia receives
around $2 billion of national investment per year,
supported by around $1 billion of external invest-
ment. For sanitation and sewerage the figures are
much lower: $901 million of national investment
and just $120 million of external investment. These
figures represent $3 per person per year for water
and $1 per person for sanitation.

To put these figures into perspective, regulators
from high-income countries such as the United
Kingdom (England and Wales) report “modern
equivalent asset values” of $1,890 per person for
water and $3,530 per person for sewerage and
complete wastewater treatment. The privatized in-
dustry is continuing to invest an average of about
$100 per person per year (Ofwat 2001).

This is not to suggest that anything like
these costs have to be found for developing
countries when considerations of purchasing
power parity and lower construction costs are
taken into account. However, it is a reminder
that water and sewerage make up an extremely
capital-intensive business. The figures given in
Table 4 suggest the magnitude of the challenge
of limiting costs and the extent to which it
might be possible to finance water and sanita-
tion from user charges.

To expand the system at the average costs
reported by who and unicef of $92 per person
for household water and $154 for sewerage10

will require considerable vigilance to keep costs
as low as possible and limit the technical de-
sires of the designers and other experts. It will
require an emphasis on on-plot and on-site
sanitation at $26–$50 per person rather than
expensive sewerage.

Private sector involvement is critical, not so
much to provide private money to make up the
funding gap but rather to unfreeze and change
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Public-Private Partnerships Capital Expenditure Population Served
(Large Scale) ($ billion) (Water and Water & Sanitation)

(million)

Total reported/planned 175.8 519.6
Total operational 126.5 395.7
Developing countries reported/planned 80.1 310.8
Developing countries operational 37.2 212.7
Asian DMCs operational 12.6 55.1
Asian DMCs planned 2.0 4.5

DMC = developing member country of the Asian Development Bank.
Source: R. Franceys, Public-Private Partnership Database, January 2002, unpublished.

Table 5 Reported Capital Expenditure and Population Served, Operational and Planned, 1990–2001

the existing service provider, thus leveraging in-
vestment from those who otherwise have given
up on the ability of the sector to repay loans.
Repaying loans requires viable tariffs, which re-
quire operators and regulators that can chal-
lenge the established patterns. External support
agencies have a role in this area if long-term
progress is to move beyond “foreignization.”

For the external support agencies the over-
riding premise continues to be that in this re-
form process, the poor should benefit more
than the rich from the agencies’ funds, and
loans and grants should, therefore, provide
fixed assets and services for the poor.

It is interesting to compare the extent of the
need in Table 4 with public-private partnership
coverage and expectations in Table 5. Public-
private partnerships that deliver “mechanistic”
quality with “organic” approaches should be
introduced more quickly.

Governments should ensure that contracts
to private service providers are transparent, rec-
ognizing that it is impossible to specify every-
thing years in advance, particularly in areas de-
manding innovation, such as serving the poor.
There has to be an element of trust and part-
nering, which has to be reciprocated by the

contractor in its profitability levels. To monitor
and inform this process, government has to
establish a good regulatory system, which ulti-
mately enables national private operators to
take full responsibility for the complex task of
public health service for all.

Public-private-community partnerships are
not a “one-off” reform but the start of an ongo-
ing process for change and service delivery.
Partnerships with all the stakeholders are a
critical part of the reform process, particularly
as it focuses upon serving the poor. Over time
these relationships should be bureaucratized to
achieve the necessary coverage and longevity
of service provision. Social development skills
and customer relationship skills are long-term
requirements to manage these partnerships and
have to be integrated into the operations of the
direct service provider, private or public. ngos

face the challenge of becoming that social re-
source, either in-house or as subcontractors, or,
of equal importance, remaining advocates for
change on behalf of the poor.

For the poor, the overarching need remains:
the effective, equitable, sustainable, and effi-
cient provision of water, sanitation, and solid
waste services.
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IN THE LATE 1980s the performance of
Buenos Aires’s public water utility was deterio-
rating.1 Inefficient operations and bill collection
(around 80%) worsened the company’s finan-
cial position. Cash flow was so low that ad-
equate maintenance was difficult. The company
repeatedly asked for loans from the federal au-
thorities for operations and wages, and had dif-
ficulty paying them back. Despite the existence
of abundant and easily tapped water, service in-
terruptions were the norm, water quality was not
up to standards, and tariffs were inadequate.
Service expansion to the fast-growing poorer
sections of the city was not even attempted.

In May 1993 a 30-year concession contract
was awarded to Aguas Argentinas as contractor
(Ondeo Services as operator). The objectives-
oriented contract focused on outputs such as
coverage rather than inputs such as investment,
and called for 100% coverage of water supply in
year 30 and 95% sewerage coverage, requiring
investments of about $4.0 billion, with $1.2 bil-
lion in the first 5 years.

The service targets for water appeared to be
good news for the poor who had not been re-
ceiving water from the main public operator.
However, the poor in informal housing areas,
perhaps the hardest to serve, might have to wait
nearly 30 years for service if the private com-
pany chooses to maximize profits.

Although the anticipated investment started
slowly, in the first 5 years of the concession the
company transformed the existing assets, staff,

and facilities into a modern water and sanitation
provider. Water quality now meets international
standards and is delivered at an appropriate
pressure, customers can contact the company
when they wish, and problems are solved when
reported. Service coverage has increased to
around 85% for water and 63% for sanitation—
very much on target. The expectation of $1.2 bil-
lion investment has been realized.

The utility and its services are supervised
and regulated by the Tripartite Entity of Sanita-
tion Works and Services (etoss), which is man-
aged and administered by a board of six direc-
tors representing the federal executive, the
Province of Buenos Aires, and the government
of Buenos Aires City. The private concession-
aire, under government oversight, is delivering
the desired results.

However, 1.5 million people remain without
formal water service, and over 3.5 million, with-
out networked sewerage. The average monthly
gross domestic product per household is ap-
proximately $2,500, but 3.1 million inhabitants
reportedly have an average monthly household
income of under $500, and 800,000, under $240.
The lower-income groups are in the informal
housing areas, public housing projects, and out-
lying developments, where it is most difficult to
supply utility services and where people are least
able to pay. Difficulties of supply include dis-
tance from water and sewerage mains—thus
raising investments costs—informal housing
without structured street patterns; illegal occu-
pation of land and, thus, no security of tenure;
and a level of insecurity that makes the
company’s staff unwilling to work in some areas.

Because the poor and unconnected paid
high prices to water vendors, the concession

Buenos Aires, Argentina: Concession

1 Unless otherwise referenced, the information given is de-
rived from the Business Partners for Development (bpd)
Study Visit undertaken by R. Franceys in March 1999. This
review, initially prepared as an internal document for bpd,
represents the author’s interpretation of this experience.

Appendixes
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planners assumed that everybody would want to
connect to their lower-priced service. However,
the connection fee was about $500 for water—
varying according to property surface, type of
soil, and percentage of road and pavement
work—and $1,000 for sewerage, representing
several months’ household income for the poor,
and clearly unaffordable. The high connection
fees were also a factor in determining the rate of
connections in the municipalities of the outer
ring of Greater Buenos Aires, where investments
in upgrading mains could not be recouped un-
less lower-middle-income customers connected.

Pilot Projects in Poor Barrios

Aguas Argentinas, therefore, began negotia-
tions with etoss to make the connection fee af-
fordable. The company also started pilot
projects in different parts of the city to deliver
services to the poor, with the help of nongov-
ernment organizations (ngos).

The first pilot project was launched in the
northern part of the city where small slums had
developed in the midst of higher-income housing
and where one ngo, the International Institute
for Environment and Development—Latin
America (iied-al), had been trying for some time
to improve the residents’ quality of life. The
project also required public sector support,  using
the resources of the local municipal government,
along with the approval of regulator etoss. A
partnership was built between the private opera-
tor, government, and civil society, represented by
the community and its supporting ngo.

In the low-income neighborhoods the exist-
ing piped services were illegal, making it diffi-
cult to ensure water quality and for the opera-
tor to receive payment. There were three types
of residents: those who owned the land on
which they lived, “non-owners,” and—by far
the most numerous—the “non-urban.” Most
residents were served by water trucks, but de-
livery was often delayed and residents had no
means to store the water.

To serve them required a new type of think-
ing. The government   and company were aware
of the health problems of underserved neighbor-
hoods and recognized the wider implications for
groups omitted from formal development pro-
grams. The challenge was to change the people’s
perception, show that they were not abandoned,
and draw them fully into society.

Aguas Argentinas generally designed the
projects and supervised implementation, the
municipality funded materials, and the resi-
dents built the system. This pattern may have
varied. To promote payment, a single invoice
was given to the community for a year to see if
the residents were willing to get together and
pay. Water meters were installed to limit wast-
age. Typically, one person, often designated
during community committee meetings, signed
on behalf of the neighborhood. Aguas
Argentinas found that some leaders in poor
neighborhoods could help resolve people’s
problems. After the trial year, individual billing
was introduced, based on an assumption of
minimum water usage.

The site of one project, Barrio2 San Jorge,
San Fernando County, had 2,300 inhabitants,
with 71% of households under the poverty line.
Service statistics showed that water supply and
sanitation were not serious problems. Almost
all inhabitants were presumed to be provided
by public taps and individual connections and
had sanitation “solutions” such as cesspits and
latrines. In reality the water system worked for
a couple of hours per day with very low pres-
sure and provided poor-quality water. The
cesspits and latrines did not work properly be-
cause the water table was very high.

During the 35-year life of the barrio, eight ini-
tiatives to improve water provision had been un-
dertaken by different groups, working alone or in
some form of partnership: residents, community
organizations, the church, ngos, local and na-
tional governments, the army, the former public

2 Barrio stands for neighborhood.
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utility, and the factory close to the barrio. How-
ever, the end result was “a deficient service in
relation to socially acceptable standards, low or
no community participation in their planning
and implementation and lack of awareness for
the operation and maintenance of the improve-
ments” (Schusterman 1999).

Under the 1993 Aguas Argentinas Conces-
sion Agreement, the barrio was projected to re-
ceive services in 20 years. However, in 1995,
under pressure from the upcoming elections,
Aguas Argentinas decided to provide an im-
proved water service. Using a “cheaper ver-
sion” of the conventional system, the company
provided water for 1,800 people.

iied-al obtained funds for a pilot project
from two donors to improve sanitation. A sys-
tem of shallow sewers was designed for $450/
household, i.e., one quarter of usual contrac-
tors’ costs, with 60% funding from interna-
tional donors and 40% from the community
through labor, with a small contractor laying
the mains to ensure quality. Lyonnaise des
Eaux (1999) noted: “The effluent collected is at
present evacuated directly into a nearby river:
as a result Aguas Argentinas does not charge
for the service. When the company network is
extended into this area, the collector will sim-
ply need to be connected to the mains: the ser-
vice will then be charged for.”

The ngo involved suggested that San Jorge
was a “watermark” for Aguas Argentinas’s con-
cession as it was the first time that the company
agreed to provide water, with special charges,
to a low-income settlement, and took over op-
eration and maintenance of the water supply. It
was also a watermark for iied-al, representing
the start of its work with Aguas Argentinas.

An Aguas Argentinas engineer said: “There
is no mathematical formula for this. It’s some-
thing you learn by experience. There must be a
human flow, a family relationship, but she (the
community representative) is not easy to do
business with (said with a smile in her pres-
ence). But now it is a strong relationship.”

One of the keys to the success of the pilot
project was the use of an effective ngo as a so-
cial consultant as well as a civil-society partner.
iied-al then helped prepare social mapping and
socioeconomic surveys, which led to a plan for
monitoring and assessment. iied-al and Aguas
Argentinas worked together under an iied-al
project manager until the end of 1998, when
Aguas Argentinas created the Department for
Low-Income Areas and the iied-al project man-
ager returned to the ngo. The company has also
engaged three other ngos to strengthen its in-
house capacity through training, developing

“We wanted services. We did not want to be
looked down upon.”

“It was a tough project—the women worked on
house fronts, paid for connections to be made well.
People thought it would be salty water. Then other
families joined.”

“We were concerned about police action
against us after appealing to the senator. We have a
reputation as dangerous and lazy but it is the Gov-
ernment that does not provide jobs, which leads to
our teenagers hanging around. People are willing to
work. Come and talk to us.”

“We started by developing a petition for street
lights. ‘You are a ghost neighborhood, you don’t exist,’
we were told. I was angry. Three meetings, then 10
petitions prepared before we could be recognized. It
took 5 months. The last thing we did was to open the
valve on the highway. They said that was not right. I
said what they did to us was even worse, treating us
like diseased animals. The tanker drivers made us
pay again for water, and if no $10, then no water. They
made us hate each other if one had water and an-
other family didn’t. Everybody is now paying for wa-
ter. Some even have TV cable connections! We now
pay regularly for water every 6 months.”

Barrio Residents’ Views
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manuals for services to the poor, and monitor-
ing coverage and satisfaction among the newly
connected customers.

Training programs were developed by iied-al
to strengthen the capacities of the company,
with two participants per district for sensitiza-
tion. Starting with conceptualization, strategies
for different regions were prepared, with a 3-
month trial run, followed by two more work-
shops to reflect and review the experience, end-
ing with role-playing workshops.

The Department for Low-Income Areas de-
veloped more pilot projects with a variety of
approaches. The Participative Water Service
projects are based on direct links between the
residents of the area—via an association or
leader—and the company (Lyonnaise des Eaux
1999). This “barter” operating method, with the
community providing the construction labor, is
only conceivable in small communities where
the idea of community work is accepted. Areas
with more than 3,500 residents may be divided
into zones for this type of project.

For larger-scale projects, particularly in areas
of high unemployment, Aguas Argentinas uses
the Employment Generating Unit. Financed by
the province and under the supervision of Aguas
Argentinas, a contractor employs local staff, who
receive $200 each per month working 6 hours a
day to extend the network. The provincial bank
pays for materials (as approved by Aguas
Argentinas) and labor through a soft loan.

The residents reimburse the connection
charges to the province over 5 years for a total of
about $200. Aguas Argentinas also has a special
reduced tariff to make loan repayment affordable.
This mechanism was necessary as the com-
pany could not change the overall tariff. Five
projects are now underway to supply water to
127,000 residents.

Another approach is the tax credit agreement,

which is based on a direct agreement between
Aguas Argentinas and the municipality. Usu-
ally, Aguas Argentinas has to pay a fee to the

municipality each time it digs a hole in a pub-
lic road. This agreement provides Aguas
Argentinas with a tax credit equivalent to that
amount, which may be used to carry out work
in disadvantaged areas. This system actually
means that the connection costs are subsi-
dized by the Municipal Corporation. Aguas
Argentinas has to advance the cash, but de-
ducts the cost of the work from its tax credit
(Lyonnaise des Eaux 1999).

Aguas Argentinas believes the pilot projects
have worked well and can be extended:

We can improve efficiency now we know
how to do it; we can accelerate progress
through the new concept of differentiated tar-
iff and materials supplied by third parties and
through education in paying bills. This is very
important as low-income households were
given land free, electricity free, all free.

However, while it recognizes that efficiency
is low and that “the rate of return on the invest-
ment is zero or very long term,” the company
benefits from the cross-subsidy of new invest-
ments; fewer illegal connections and, therefore,
reduced unaccounted-for water; and the long-
term benefits of converting consumers of water
and sanitation services into customers. The
company reports that its government partners
and the regulator like the idea of a special re-
duced tariff, job-creation programs, and service
expansion: “We are advancing coverage goals
by 10 years.”

The company has ranked its partnership pro-
grams according to participative sustainability,
efficiency, effectiveness, and replicability (Table
1). It appears that cross-subsidies work best for
effectiveness and replicability. However, the
head of the Low-Income Areas Department says
that all options have to be included as “partici-
pation has a great impact on collection effi-
ciency in bad neighborhoods…even though it
costs.” A certain level of participation is always
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needed but can be graded according to the type
of neighborhood.

The company is proposing to formalize two
methods on a contractual basis: the cross-subsidy
and the ngo projects, with differential tariffs.
The company says that it must adapt to ngo
patterns and that ngos should adapt to the
needs of business. The company has learned that
a rapid, quick-fix approach is not always best in
low-income areas and that a partnership with
ngos is the best way to serve low-income clients.

Aguas Argentinas serves an additional
260,000 low-income inhabitants (Dehan 2001)
through 50 completed projects run by different
kinds of partnerships, and developed the Low-
Income Areas Department using the company’s
considerable experience in meeting the needs
of the poor through a variety of approaches.

The company is beginning to meet the
needs of the poor and was rewarded with the
successful renegotiation of the connection fee
in 1997. The fee was reduced to $120, payable
at a fixed bimonthly rate of $4 per service and
per functional unit served, including vacant
lots. The reduction in the connection fee was
achieved by a cross-subsidy through a charge
of $2 bimonthly per lot per service on all cus-
tomers. etoss has to verify annually the com-
pliance with the expansion plans and, if nec-
essary, adjust the value of the charge (Aguas
Argentinas 1998).

Partners

A regulator must ensure that the private supplier
of a basic need does not abuse its monopoly po-
sition. etoss is funded by a 2.67% levy on the
tariffs, which gives the body independence from
users and concessionaires. Most of the
regulator’s staff come from the former public en-
terprise. During the first few years of the con-
cession, etoss had to focus on building its tech-
nical and regulatory capacity, and to level the
playing field in its relations with the conces-
sionaire. During this period, relations between
etoss and the concessionaire were complex
and strained. Since then relations have im-
proved considerably, and a more substantive
issue is the degree of freedom allowed Aguas
Argentinas to meet the goals of the contract.
However, accurate, reliable information is not
always available to regulatory agencies. etoss
says that Aguas Argentinas information during
the first 2 years of the concession was “poor, in-
complete, and biased” (Mazzucchelli 1999).

Notwithstanding these teething troubles,
the partners agree that, in the regulator’s
words, “the concession is expansion. If we
don’t achieve that, no success; quality is not so
important. The only measure of success is the
universalization of service, the first objective is
urban access to services” (Criscuolo 1999).
Aguas Argentinas also describes the main goal

Projects Inhabitants Participation Efficiency Effectiveness Replicability
Sustainability

Participative water service 15 30,000 ++ + ++ +
NGO projects 3 6,000a +++ - ++ -
Tax credit agreement 10 40,000 + - + ++
Employment generating unit 2 20,000 - ++ ++ +
Cross-subsidy 20 50,000b - ++ +++ +++
Total 50 146,000

– = not applicable, NGO = nongovernmental organization.
aSmall but very important as pilot.
bMost effective and replicable, considering indirect costs.
Source: Dupoux (1999).

Table 1 Conclusions of the 1997/98 Action Plan
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of the concession as expansion and maintain-
ing the environment.

By year 5, with 1.7 million more people with
a water connection and 1 million with sewerage,
Aguas Argentinas was clearly making progress
and “meeting all quality goals.” The company
explains that “we have 30 years to make a
profit—but if we don’t achieve certain financial
indicators we will not be able to borrow from
banks.” The company is making a profit and
providing service. In 1997 Aguas Argentinas
paid its first dividend to shareholders, who had
contributed $120 million in equity funding. The
$14 million dividend payment has been main-
tained and increased in subsequent years.

ngos, above all, desire social development in
its widest sense. iied-al, reflecting on its experi-
ence after 5 years of involvement in the water
sector, believes that at the beginning of its coop-
eration with Aguas Argentinas, low-income
consumers had no self-confidence, or faith in
the promises made to them. Trust first had to be
rebuilt to improve water service.  iied-al now
sees how strategic intersectoral alliances can be
very powerful. However, they remain concerned
as to how partnerships can be made more effec-
tive in the long term and how successful cases
can be replicated on a regular basis, not just dur-
ing election time.

Conclusions

Buenos Aires is fortunate to have cheap water
(because of an abundant nearby source), an in-
ternational company wanting to demonstrate
its skills in the first major international public-
private partnership, world-class ngos, a rela-
tively small low-income population in a rela-
tively rich city, and a government determined to
make progress. This is not to detract from any of
the partners’ significant achievements, but to
recognize the special characteristics of this case
study. The key task is to identify and support ap-
propriate ngos—without diminishing their
“ngo-ness”—and to coordinate the relationship

with ngos within the partnership between the
company, government, and civil society.

Overall, Buenos Aires represents a public-
private-community partnership that has be-
come effective and efficient over time and is be-
ginning to meet the needs of the poor while
achieving financial sustainability.

Circumstances change, however, and the
collapse of the Argentinean economy with the
consequent dramatic devaluation of the peso
has led to the postponement of the repayment of
project finance debt by Aguas Argentinas. The
company now has to concentrate upon ensuring
continuity of services to the majority of the
population, and the company’s ability to invest
in serving the poor is likely to be severely cur-
tailed. Events today are a timely reminder of the
risks involved and a clear signal that to serve the
poor, partnerships must be able to adapt to
changing circumstances so that all partners ulti-
mately receive their fair share of the benefits.
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THE SECOND MAJOR case study from outside
Asia considers divestiture: the total sale of assets
of water and sanitation utilities, in England and
Wales, United Kingdom (UK).1 Although the
UK is a high-income country, many aspects of its
experience in forming partnerships between
government, customers, civil society, and the
private sector are instructive. Perhaps the first
point to note is that Scotland and Northern Ire-
land, also part of the UK, have very different in-
stitutional models for water supply, with a much
more restricted role for the private sector.

The Government-owned infrastructure in
England and Wales was rundown and starved
of investment. Water users knew that the water
quality was inadequate, although the statistics
did not always support this belief, and, with
more reason, knew that the environment was
suffering. Civil society was—and still is—deeply
skeptical of private sector involvement in the
provision of such a vital basic need. The per-
ceptions of the partners can be an important
factor in the process of any partnership.

Serving the poor was not a key driver in the
privatization of water and sanitation in En-
gland and Wales. The reform was designed to
meet various political goals as well as to deliver
better water supply and wastewater disposal, as
required by the new European Directives, with-
out affecting the public sector borrowing re-
quirement. However, the case of England and
Wales demonstrates how important the needs
of the poor and the vulnerable became as the

process developed. The case also demonstrates
how it is possible to adjust partnerships signifi-
cantly, through regulation and license amend-
ments, long after contracts have been signed.

The privatization of water and sanitation in
England and Wales has continued to evolve.
The balance of power and benefits between the
various stakeholders continues to change as the
sociopolitical culture evolves under pressure from
consumer demands, environmental legislation,
and political change. The privatization is still
highly susceptible to new stakeholder pressures as
evidenced by several successful nongovernment
organization (ngo) campaigns against it and by an
incoming government wanting to make good on
its criticisms developed when in opposition.

Regulating the Big Sale

The regional water authorities were established
in 1972 with integrated river basin mandates
to undertake all aspects of water resources:
water supply, drainage, wastewater treatment,
flood control, and sea defenses. The establish-
ment of these authorities rationalized the exist-
ing network of over 1,000 municipal service
providers, which had evolved over the previous
century. However, the water authorities were
“poacher” as well as “gamekeeper” in that they
could prosecute themselves for breaches of, for
example, discharge consents from wastewater
treatment works to surface water. Not surpris-
ingly, prosecutions were rare.

Privatization brought this issue to the fore
and the National Rivers Authority (nra) was
created. (It has been subsumed within the new
Environment Agency.) nra, as the environ-
mental regulator, was responsible for regulating

England and Wales: Divestiture

1 The figures are taken from R. Francey’s presentations as a
member of the Central Customer Service Committee to the
water regulator in preparation for the 1999 Price Review,
based primarily on data from Ofwat Reports.
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water resources, river management, flood con-
trol, and sea defenses, leaving drinking water
supply and wastewater management to the
privatized companies.

With the monopoly companies to be sold off
completely—although operating under a 25-
year license—economic regulation became
necessary. The Office of Water Services (Ofwat)
was established. It is relatively independent
from the central Government and funded by a
charge on the private water companies. Ofwat’s
primary responsibility is to ensure that the pri-
vate companies could finance their water sup-
ply and sanitation responsibilities while achiev-
ing operating and capital efficiencies below a
price cap, under the “sawtooth” principle of
incentive-based regulation. Any increase in
“excess” profits—the just reward of companies
that outperform regulatory expectations of effi-
ciency gains—is shared with customers at the
end of each incentive period, when profitabil-
ity is reset to the presumed cost of capital. Prof-
itability is, therefore, expected to rise and fall
like the teeth of a saw (Figure 1).

The Government had to set the initial price
cap before privatization and the establishment of

the economic regulator. Companies were obliged
to produce asset management plans, detailing
condition and serviceability of their existing fixed
assets along with costed requirements for new as-
sets to achieve revised outputs. To convince the
financial markets—and the future chairs of the
privatized utilities—that the companies were vi-
able and, therefore, saleable, the Government
agreed to write off a substantial portion of the
companies’ debts worth $9 billion.   The Govern-
ment also set a generous price cap under the “in-
flation index + K” formula, where the “K factor,”
an average of 5.3% at privatization, allowed in-
creases for quality improvements as well as de-
creases for efficiency savings.

As explained by the water regulator, “We sat
in the Treasury and thought, ‘How much saving
can we get out of telecoms or electricity?’ We
knew they were overstaffed and thought that
maybe we could get 10–20 percent staff cuts. We
never believed we could get 50 percent” (Byatt
1998). Nobody could predict how efficient the
privatized companies could be once they had
been set free to manage the utilities.

The private water companies started with a
large capital spending program ($58 billion over
the first 10 years with another $20 billion to
come in the third 5-year period) (Ofwat), which
they set about with determination and efficiency.
Of relevance to other countries is that this capi-
tal works program was funded not from selling
additional shares on the stock market or from
borrowing large amounts, but from cash flow.
The initial fixing by Government of generous
new price limits and the surprisingly large effi-
ciency gains gave the companies all the funds for
investment they initially needed. The companies
benefited from an unanticipated recession in the
construction industry, which led to a 20% fall in
the construction price index relative to the retail
price index (Helm and Rajah 1994).

Besides building fixed assets, the companies
began to remodel themselves as customer ser-
vice organizations. Many of their staff members
still had a “local council mentality.” Investing in

Figure 1 Return on Capital Employed Relative to
Notional ‘Sawtooth’ Profit Profile
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training and information technology was neces-
sary at the same time as rationalizing operations
(closing local depots, running works un-
manned) and cutting staff. Some companies
also began to diversify into other activities to es-
cape regulatory control, although without any
early profitability (Ogden and Glaisster 1996).

Overall these changes have improved water
quality and customer service tremendously and
made wastewater treatment increasingly efficient.
Oake (1999) of Thames Water commented:

…vigor, enthusiasm and a drive for efficiency
have replaced the lackluster performance
that was all too common when water was in
the public sector. Successive governments’
reluctance to fund essential capital works
and environmental improvements had put a
deadening hand on the water industry, caus-
ing a rundown in the infrastructure of what
had once been high quality public
utilities…Privatization has transformed
investment…It was a major issue and there
has been a big transformation.

Prices had to rise and, although still un-
popular with consumers, privatization ap-
peared to be delivering benefits. The regulator
had to institute many systems to monitor that
progress, including the details of transfer pric-
ing between companies within the same
group, to know how fair such transfers were to
external competitors. Initial annual reports of
the regulator were minimal compared with the
hundreds of pages that became normal 10
years later. Ofwat has always proclaimed its
belief in light-handed regulation, explaining
that regulation only costs the customer $0.40
per person per year (Ofwat). The 25 water
companies that have to supply the informa-
tion to Ofwat believe it is more, costing one
company (Wessex) more than $5.50 per per-
son per year by their estimation. However,
Ofwat used this information to promote the
concept of “comparative competition,” using

the data to show up one company against oth-
ers as a way of forcing improvements.

The Government established 10 regional
customer service committees (cscs), under
Ofwat control, to give customers a voice. With
parttime independent chairs and a dozen volun-
teer members, each committee began to work
out its own role. Supported by Ofwat, which al-
ways promoted customer involvement, the cscs

actively questioned the performance of private
companies in serving all their customers, acted
as a place of appeal for customer complaints,
and audited private companies’ customer com-
plaint procedures. cscs pressured the compa-
nies to behave like public service organizations,
albeit with a profit incentive.

Crisis and Response

Within a couple of years of privatization, trouble
started with a drought in 1992 (which would not

The economic regulator has a statutory duty to
listen to the customers through the customer ser-
vice committees. The CSCs also have a major role
in auditing complaints procedures and acting as a
point of appeal against private company complaints
procedures. The Central CSC is obtaining compen-
sation costs for customers as a result of appeals
against company errors in excess of the
committee’s staffing and running costs. In the Cen-
tral CSC’s view (January 2000) privatization “has
been a move forward” and “the standard of service
is unbelievably better.” But the agency also said that
it is “not totally convinced by privatization”; “the
companies were sold off too cheap; the original
price setting was wrong, the first price review got it
wrong, now we hope it is right”; and “try and sort out
regulation first, otherwise you are always learning
as you go along.”

In 2002, the CSCs were renamed WaterVoice to
make them more independent of Ofwat and poten-
tially more accessible to water customers.

Customer Service Committees
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have been recognized as a “drought” in many
parts of the world) that coincided with a sig-
nificant rise in disconnections for nonpay-
ment. Clearly, the poor were responding to
higher prices in an economic recession. Water
became dramatically politicized. Customers
thought the water was of poor quality, tasted
bad, and was too expensive (although the ex-
pensive bottled water they bought, by some
measures of a poorer quality, lost to tap water
in blind tasting). At the same time, there was a
debate over generous salary increases for di-
rectors of privatized utilities.

The regulator held the first price review
but, rather than clawing back all the impres-
sive efficiency gains as promised under
“sawtooth” price capping, he allowed the cost
of capital to shrink from its average 12% peak
to its target rate of about 6% over a 10-year
“glide path” (Figure 1). This gentle reduction
in profitability quickly came to be seen as
overly generous. In fact, it probably repre-
sented $5 billion more profit to the water com-
panies over the following 5 years. Regulation
is very difficult to get “right.”

Meanwhile the media were portraying its
own version of events. The box, “Water and
Poverty in the UK,” transcribes a conversation
with a poor household, which was included in
a television documentary in 1993. Although
there was a time lag of 4 years before changes
were introduced by a new government, the
pressure that civil society exerted on the pro-
cess through such programs was significant.

The private water companies responded to
the political climate and dramatically reduced
disconnections, if only to look better in the an-
nual comparative figures Ofwat was publishing.
But it was the combination of a second embar-
rassing drought—which led to one company
having to hire every suitable tanker in the coun-
try to transport water to a rapidly emptying res-
ervoir—and the threat of having standpipes in
the streets coupled with ever-rising prices which
led to regulatory tightening.

The incoming government charged a “wind-
fall tax” on all privatized utilities, which fell
hardest on water, and demanded free metering
(eventually enforced by legislation, including
the right to reversal to unmetered supply if me-
tering proved more expensive); free leak repairs
on customers’ premises; and the banning of do-
mestic disconnections.

Nick Blandford is a refuse worker with Roches-
ter City Council in Kent. Even in the era of plastic
bags it remains a dirty job. One consolation after a
day handling other people’s garbage is the thought
of a long, hot bath. But one Tuesday earlier this year
he was in for a shock when he got home. His wife,
Rose, a part-time cleaner, had been off work after a
hysterectomy, and their income had dropped
sharply. They had failed to pay a £253 water bill and
Southern Water had decided “enough was enough.”

“They just turned up and said the water was off
because of nonpayment of the bill. And there wasn’t
a lot I could do as I have just been off work for three
months—no money coming in, only my husband’s,
which is a dead-set wage, doesn’t vary at all. I went
round to John next door—I was in tears and told him
what had happened and he sat me down and offered
to supply water. When we needed it John filled up a
five gallon drum with water and also three big buck-
ets which he passed over the fence and I carried into
the house.” That went on for three days until South-
ern Water were persuaded to turn them back on.

Rose Blandford, who was forced to carry heavy
buckets after a major abdominal operation, remains
bitter about Southern Water: “I think they are really
low to have done such a thing to anybody, not only
myself, but that could have been someone with chil-
dren or a pensioner. It is not very nice.” In a state-
ment Southern Water said it cuts people off only af-
ter an extensive procedure; that it keeps a “Special
Needs Register”; and reconnects most homes
within 24 hours.

Source: Panorama Lifts the Lid on “Water, Profits and Poverty,” BBC Televi-
sion, 1993.

Water and Poverty in the UK
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What was meant to have been a price review
lasting for 10 years was shortened to 5 years. The
asset management plans and the companies’ busi-
ness plans for the second price review became ever
more detailed such that one company com-
plained that the regulator had to hire a consult-
ant to summarize it into a workable document.

It is clear that as privatization continues, the
companies suffer (albeit having made hand-
some profits) from being in a telegenic industry,
which is a gift to the media. All it needed was
for the largest ngo in the country, the Royal So-
ciety for the Protection of Birds, with its 1 mil-
lion members, to weigh in on the side of the en-
vironment, complete with opinion polls “prov-
ing that customers did not want price cuts but
rather to give the efficiency savings to the envi-
ronment,” and there was no option. The Ofwat
national customer committee could only afford
to respond with a limited survey of less than 50
poor households, who said they would prefer
larger price cuts. Ministers, as is their right un-
der the legislation, “advised” the economic
regulator to accept all the recommendations of
the environmental regulator.

Following 10 years of privatization, Ofwat
was able to announce an average price cut of
12.3%—“sawtooth” profitability at last—to be
followed by relatively stable prices along with a
significant increase in environmental spending.
Most of the partners were relatively happy, ex-
cept perhaps the companies that had to
achieve greater operating and capital efficien-
cies. Their shareholders had received 11–16%
per annum real returns since privatization and
could not complain too much, even though
they had just seen their share price halve. All
this was possible for an average domestic tariff
for water and sanitation of $360 per household
per year (fallen from $410 after the 1999 price
review), representing 1.2% of average in-
come—a clear “win-win” situation.

What more could any government want?
The utility offers world-class service at less-than-
average European prices with the opportunity to

turn the screw tighter whenever it wants; high-
quality services; environmental reparation for
the “past 200 years of underinvestment”; and a
new system of charging to protect vulnerable
customers paid for by a cross-subsidy within
the industry, avoiding what could reasonably be
seen as a charge to the Government’s social secu-
rity budget. If anything does go wrong the Gov-
ernment can continue to blame “privatization,”
the policy of the previous political party in power.

Benefits to the Poor

The first regulator, Ian Byatt, was always aware
of the wider issues of water privatization, stat-
ing that “while regulation has clearly delivered
in economic terms, there are a number of social
issues which have met with varying degrees of
success” (Byatt 1997).

Through guidelines issued to the companies
in 1992, the director general of Water Services
brought the number of disconnections down to
preprivatization levels. The regulator observed:

It was necessary to push the companies
into much better procedures and better pay-
ment methods for customers who have diffi-
culty in budgeting. The fact remains that
there are some customers who cannot afford
to pay their bills—and they need a sympa-
thetic approach by the water companies
(Byatt 1997).

Some private companies experimented with
prepayment water meters, which allow use of
water over a fixed time period (not based on
volume). Poor customers seemed to prefer to
budget for their water this way, although some
reportedly had to store water in baths and
buckets to tide them over until they could af-
ford to pay for the connection again. However,
after appeals by local councils to the courts,
prepayment meters were declared illegal as they
caused disconnection without due consider-
ation by the companies and welfare authorities.
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Now that the private water companies have no
right to disconnect, several of them have set up
charitable trusts, funded by donations from the
companies but managed independently. Poor
customers who run into debt are referred to
these trusts for financial support, which is a
worthy development.

To help the poor, companies have adopted
much more flexible payment systems that allow
customers to pay small amounts weekly or
monthly rather than twice yearly. The compa-
nies have also established “PayPoint” terminals
in small shops, where the poor can pay small
amounts without expensive bank charges.

In response to the demands of the newly
elected Government, the poor sick benefit from
a reduction in metered water bills if they have a
prescribed illness that demands higher water
use. The poor also benefit from the ban on do-
mestic disconnections, although it is uncertain
who “won’t” and “can’t” pay. This leads to per-
verse incentives such that some Department of
Social Security offices give priority to welfare
payments to pay for electricity and gas bills, and
some Citizen’s Advice Bureaux are reportedly
recommending that users pay their cable and
satellite television bills before their water bills.

Of continuing concern is that the poor pay-
ing the most common fixed tariff (based on
property values, Figure 2) also pay higher-than-
average price rises due to the effects of rebalanc-
ing on the “tariff basket.” Although known as
regulation by price cap, it is, in effect, a revenue
cap: companies can claim within their “cap” to
make up for the higher-income customers who
pay cheaper rates through metering of actual
volume used. It is impossible to achieve a “per-
fect system”: there will always be winners and
losers, and those who win with some adjust-
ments appear to lose with others. In the mean-
time, the poorest in one region, whose real in-
comes were static, have suffered real price in-
creases of over 60% since privatization.

The new water regulator continues to consider
the extent to which “the generality of customers”

should have to pay for some environmental ben-
efits. About alleviating low flow in rivers, Philip
Fletcher asks: “What about the effects on those
with below average income, who will often co-
incide with those who have least access to the
areas of water concerned?” (Fletcher 2001)

Conclusions

Public-private partnerships can be a lever to
improve services, and contracts can be ad-
justed after they have been signed, particularly
where lobbying is a powerful tool. The price to
be paid however, is reduced regulatory free-
dom, and a sense of diminishing returns as the
companies lose their high profits and, thus,
their freedom to maneuver.

Divestiture in England and Wales has deliv-
ered high-quality services. The private water
providers have become extremely efficient  af-
ter cutting  jobs significantly and focusing upon
outputs in the capital investment program
rather than budgeted inputs. The regulatory
system has made divestiture highly transparent,
with reams of information available and public
meetings held regularly to question the compa-
nies on behalf of the customers.

Figure 2 Increase in Real Unmeasured Water
Prices Relative to Incomes of Households Below
the Average

Severn Trent (SVT) and South Staffs (SST) water prices in real terms,
relative to incomes of households below the average (1990 = 100)

Source: Office of Water Services and Office of National Statistics.
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However, to what extent improvement in
services and the environment is possible to rep-
licate in an economy where average annual
household incomes are $1,000 rather than
$34,000, is a different issue. Most important, is
privatization equitable? The ban on disconnec-
tions and the limits on tariffs for vulnerable cus-
tomers are equitable, but not the overall price
the poor pay, partly to fund environmental ben-
efits beyond their consideration, partly to rebal-
ance the tariff basket as the rich benefit from
savings through metering. However, the system
has always been willing to evolve. If the next
generation of television programs starts show-
ing bailiffs entering poor homes and removing
household goods because of unpaid bills for
water and the environment, then we can expect
to see the regulatory process adapt again.
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